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Abstract 
The questions which are discussed in this paper originate with Tarski 
and concern the decision problem for the class of theorems on the ad- 
dition of cardinal numbers which are prcvable without he axiom of 
choice. Our first result is in the negative direction and takes the follow- 
ing form. We postulate the existence of a sequence of sets which satis- 
fies a number of special conditions. Then we show, by the methods 6f 
Tarski-Mostowski-Robinson's "Undecidable Theories", that whenever a 
system of set theory is compatible with this additional postulate, then 
the class of theorems in the elementary theory of cardinal addition, 
which are provable within the system, is undecidable. Cohen's method 
of consistency proof is used to show that the postulate is compatible 
with "n,~:tural" systems of set thec-y such as the Zermelo-Fraenkel and 
Berr, ay~-G~del systems excluding the axiom of choice, provided that 
these systems are themselves consistent. 
"Iherefore a -~ositive solution of the decision problem is possible only 
for a restricted class of theorems. Most of the theorems on cardinal ad- 
ditior, which have been proved without he axiom of choice take a form 
in which it is assumed that cardinals a0,..., t :. satisfy a certain system of 
equations and inequalities and then shown ;hat there are cardinals 
b 0 , . . . ,  b m which together with a o , . . . ,  a n sati fly another system of equa- 
tions and inequalities. The following theorem illustrates the type of re- 
sult we have in mind. 
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I f  3. a <_ 2.b and b <_ ~.a ,  where .t and b are cardinals, then there are 
cardinals a', b', and c such that a =a' + 2"e, b = b' + 3 .c, 2 .a' ~ b ', and 
b' <_ ~.a ' .  
In this theorem we use ~ .a to denote the smallest cardinal d such 
that d + a = d. I fa is the cardinal number of a set x, then -, .a will be 
the cardinal number of ~o × x. 
Statements of the above type are referred to as special :;entences. "~Ve 
show that every special sentence is either provably true or provably 
false, without he axiom of ..aoice, according as it does or does not hold 
for countable cardinals. This result follows easily from a certe.in decom- 
position theorem, the proof of which occupies a major portion of our 
paper. By Presburger's theorem, we therefore have a deci.,;ion procedure 
for the class of special sentences which are provable without the axiom 
of choice. 
We extend our decision procedure to cover a wider class of state- 
ments. Extended special sentences are defined in the same way as special 
sentences except hat, in the conclusion, we allow several alternative sys- 
tems of equations and inequalities. A special sentence is called a special 
part of an extended special sentence if it has been the same hypothesis 
and if it has as its conclusion one of the alternative systeme which ap- 
pear in the conclusion of the extended special sentence. For example, 
the statement "If  ~ .a  = ~.  b, then a <_ b or b <_ a." is an extended spe- 
cial sentence which has as its special parts the statement "If ~,,-a = ~- b, 
then a _< b." and the statement "If oo. a = oo. b, then b < a." 
We show that an extended special sentence is provable without the 
axiom of choice i¢ and only if one of its special parts is provable without 
the axiom of choice. Our decision procedure for special sentences can 
therefore be expanded to a decision procedure for extended special sen- 
tences. 
In Tarski's "Cardinal Algebra.,;," the notions of cardinal algebras, ge- 
neralized c~rdinal algebras, and groups of one-to-one trans~'ormations i  
a o-field are introduced and dew, loped. These notions were motivated 
chiefly by the constructive method of proof for theorems on cardinal 
addition, but they also have many interesting applications outside of the 
domain of set theory. The above results are extended to the eler, ientary 
theories of these systems. 
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Introduction 
]'his paper was inspired by certain studies in abstract set theory and, 
more specifically, by studies which concern the relationship between t~,e 
axiom of choice and various theorems in the arithmetic of cardinal num- 
bers*. In this introduction we shall adopt the approach of-rarski [4] in 
speaking of cardinal numbers. That is to say, we assume that every set is 
associated with an undefined object called its cardinal number and that 
two sets will have the same cardinal number if and only if there is a one- 
to-o:le mapping of one onto the other. Whenever a and t~ are cardinal 
numbers, we put c = a+b if and only if there are disjoint sets x and v 
such that a is the cardinal number of x, b is the cardinal number of.v, 
and c is the cardinal number ofx  u y. In the present paper, we shall be 
specifically interested in tlle relationship between the axiom of choice 
and theorems in the theory of cardinal addition. 
The influential role played by the axiom of choice in the theory of 
cardinal addition is well known. With the essential help of this axiom, it 
has been shown that the cardinals can be put into a one-to-one order 
preserving correspondence with the ordinals and that, for any t~ o car- 
dinals, either both are finite or else their sum is equal to the l,-,ger of 
them. Using these facts, it i~ easy to see how statements wr,:.ch are con- 
cerned with cardinal addition can be reduced to statements which con- 
cern only the addition of finite cardinals and the order relation between 
cardinals. As noted by TarskL it therefore follows that the elementary 
theory of cardinal addition is d, cidable a.:ld complete, since both the 
elementary theory of addition of finite cz;rdinals and the elementary 
theory, of the order relation between orcJiaals are known to be decidable 
and complete (cf. Presburger [3] and Mostowski-Tarski [ 2] ). 
O~ the other hand, many theorems in the theory of cardinal addition 
have been proved in a more constructive way than has been indicated 
above and, i'a particular, without the help of the axiom of choice. The 
most famous example of such t, result is the Cantor-Bern.,;tein equiva- 
lence theorem which expresses the fact tlmt two cardinals are eqval 
* The questions whlch are discussed in this paper originat,; with Alfred Tarski; of. Tarski 15 ] 
p. 243. The author wishes to thank Professor Tarski. who directed this research, for his aid 
and encouragement, as well as for his many helpful suggestions. Thanks are also due to Pro- 
fessor Azriel Levy and Professor Dana Scott for suggestions relating to this paper. 
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whenever each of them is less than or equal to the other'. The primary 
purpose of the present paper is to solve the decision problem for this 
class of theorems. 
Our first result Js in the negative direction and takes the fol lowing 
form. We postulate the existence of a sequence of  set~ which satisfies a 
number of special conditions. Then we show, by the r'aethods o f  rarski- 
Mostowski-Robinson [6],  that whenever a system of set theory is com- 
patible with this additional postulate~ then the class of  theorems on car- 
dinal addition, which are provable within the system, is undecidable. 
Acraally, we obtain a stronger esult, in that we prove undecidabi l i tv 
even for the class of theorems which concern only the order relation 
between cardinals. 
Of course this result is of  little value unless the new postulate is com- 
patible witl-~ "natural"  systems of set theory. In regard to tbis question, 
we use the methods of  Cohen [ 1 ] to show that the postulate is comoa- 
tible with both the Zermelo-Fraenkel  and Bernays-GiSdel axiom sys- 
tems, excluding the axiom of choice, provided that these syste ms are 
themselves consistent. Moreover, we do not exclude the possibility that 
these systems may include certain strong axioms of infinity such as 
axioms which go :antee the existence of  regular initial ordinals ~a with 
a limit ordinal. 
In view of  the above results, we see that a positive solution of  the de- 
cision problem is possible only for a restricted class of  theorems. Before 
we can describe our results in this direction, we must introduce a few 
simple notions: 
(i) For cardinals a znd b, we say that a -< b if there is a cardinal c such 
that  a + c = b. 
(ii) The cardinal nu~,.-,~_~er of the empty  set is denoted by o. Of  course 
we have o + a = a for all cardinals a. 
(iii) For every cardinal a we put o ~ a = o, and whenever m is a non-nega- 
tive integer, we put (m + I ). a = a + m. a. 
(iv) For every cardin~..l a, we put o,,. a equal to the smallest cardinal b 
which satisfies the condit ion b +a = b. I fa  is the cardinal number  
of x, then ~-a 'w i l l  be the cardinal number  of ~ X x. The proof  of 
this fact is fairly simple and does not require the axiom of  choice. 
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As examples of  some important results which have been obtained 
without the help o i  the axiom of choice we mention the fol lowing 
theorems: 
(A) (Cantor-Bernstein equivalence theorem) 
I fa  _< b and b ~ a, where a and b are cardinals, then a = b. 
(B) tCancellatton law for  mult iples) 
If m.  a ' -  < m. b, where a and a are cardinals and m is a positive in- 
teger, then a <_ b. 
(C) (Euclid's theorem) 
If m.  a = n. b, where a and b are cardinals and m and n are relative- 
ly prime integers, then there is a cardinal c such that a = n- c and 
b = m. c~ 
(D) (Theorem on the decomposi t ion o f  l inear/orms)  
Let m 0, ml ,  ..., mp and n 0, n I , .... np take value'; among the con- 
stants ,~, 0, 1, 2, ... I fm 0 "a o + m I "a I + ... + mp "ap = n o "a o + 
n I -a i + .... +np-ap,  where a 0, a ! , .... ap are cardinals, then there 
are cardinals bo, hi , . . . ,  bp and c 0, cl , . . . ,  cp with the fol lowing pro- 
perties: 
(1 )a i=b i+c  i for i=0 ,  I , .  .... p.  
(2) b 0<_b I andc  I <_c 0; 
(3) m0"b0 +ml "bi +""  +mp'bp  ="0"bo +'5 "bl +"" +,zp.bp and 
tilO'CO +IHI °Ci +"" "l'tHp':p =H0"C() +ll I "C ! "t-...-t-Hp °Cp. 
(A) was conjectured by Cantor and first proved by F. Bern,.:tein. The 
pr~,ofs of the remaining theorems are quite involved. (B) was [,roved in 
the case of t,t = 2 by Tarski, and in the general case by A. L indenbaum. 
The first preof  of (C) is also due to L indenbaum, while (D) was proved 
by "Iarski. 
We notice that all of  the above theorems take the fol lowing general 
form: " I f  cardinals ao, .... a n satisfy a certain system of  equat ions and 
inequalities, then there are cardinals bo,..., b n which together with 
a o, ..., a n satisfy anoth,~r system of equations and inequalit ies." State- 
ments of  this general torm shall be referred to as special sentences. In 
this regard, each of  (B), (C), and (D) must be thought of  as representing 
an infinite list of  special sentences. 
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We have listed on!y a few of tile numerous pecial sentences which 
have been proved without he help of the axiom of choice. Although 
the proofs are gener:...lly difficult, they require only a minimum of set- 
theoretical machinery. Indeed, in Tarski [51, all of the:;e results are de- 
rived in a purely' arithmetical way from only a small number of very sim-. 
pie thco,,~ms which are taken as the defining postulates for a system of 
abstract algebras called "cardinal algebras". 
In the present paper we show that whenever a special sentence is
provable with the axiom of choice, it is also provable without this axiom. 
In view of the previously mentioned fact that a decision procedure 
exists for the class of statements concerning cardinal addition which are 
provable with the axiom of choice, it follows that we also have a deci- 
sion procedure for the class of special sentences which are provable 
without :he axiom of choice. 
We can extend ot~r decision procedure to cover a wider class of state- 
ments. An e.:ctended special senten~'e is any statement of the following 
general form~ "If cardinals ao, .... a n satisfy a certain system of equations 
and inequalii.ies, then there are cardinals bo, ..., b m which togcther with 
a 0 ..... a n satisfy at least one out o7 .,everal alternative systems of equa- 
tions and inequalities". A special ~,entence is called a special part of an 
extended special sentence if it has the same hypothesis as the extended 
special sentence and if it has as its conclusion one of the alternative sys- 
tems of equations and inequalities which appear in the conclusion of 
the extended special sentcnce. An extended special sentence which has 
k special parts is called a k-part extended special sentence. According to 
these conventions every special sentence is also a 1-part extended spe- 
cial sentence. 
As examples of extended special sentences, we mention the following 
theorems: 
(E) (Comparabi l i ty theorem) 
For all cardinals a and b, either a <- b or b <_ a. 
(F) Ira0, a I ..... ap are cardinals, then a i <_ a~ for some i , j  = O, I . . . .  , p 
where i 4:/. 
(G) lfoooa=ooob', where a and b are cardinals, then either a <_ b cr 
b<_a. 
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Hartogs s! owed that (E) is equipol lent to the axiom of choir:e, and 
Tarski has re cently strengthened this result by shewing that (F) is equi- 
poUent to this axiom. The question of  whether (C) is equipol lent to the 
axiom of  choice is still open. 
According to our conventions, (F~ and (G) are 2-part extended spe- 
cial sentences, while (F) is a p-(p + 1 ! part extended special sentence. 
(G) has as its special parts the following two statements: 
(G') I f~  .a =~ "b, where a and b are cardinals, then a <- b. 
(G") If~o .a=~o.b ,  where a and b are cardinals, then b <_ a. 
Fol p = 1, 2, 3, ... let 7rp denote the following p-part extended spe- 
cial sentence : (Trp) I! a I , .... ap are cardinals then there is a cardinal b 
such that 2* b <_ a 1 +... + ap and a i <_ 3" b for some i = 1, ..., p. 
W. show that for every p-part extended special sentence 4, we have 
either: (1) 4, has a special part which is provable without the axiom of 
choice, in which case 4, itself is provable without the axiom of  choice; 
or (2) 4, has no special part which is provable without the axiom of 
choice, in which case the statement "4, implies 7rp" is provable without the 
axiom of choice. Moreover, we apply the methods of Cohen [ 1 ] to show 
that no~e of the statements 7r I , ~r 2, 7r 3 .... can be proved within either 
the Zermelo-Fraenkel or the Bernays-G6del axiom systems, without the 
axiom of choice. Actually, the statement ~r I is provably false since there 
is no cardinal b such that 2 o b < 1 and 1 <- 3. b. 
By the above results we see that the decision procedure for special 
sentences can be extended to a decision procedure for extended ~pecial 
sentences. Moreover, since the statement zrI is provably false, we have 
established the fact that every special sentence is either provably true or 
provably false without the axiom of choice. 
The above results follow easily from the following theorem which is 
derived in a purely arithmetical way from the simple theorems which 
correspond to the postulates for cardinal algebras: 
General decomposit ion theorem. Let  too, o . . . . .  toO, q . . . . .  rap, 0 . . . . .  rt2p, q 
and no, o .... .  no, q ..... np, o .. . . .  np,q take values among the constants 
0% O, 1, 2, . . . .  I f  m~o "% + ... +mi, q "% = n~o "% + ... +n~q "% where 
a o, ...,aq are cardi~,al numbers, then there are disjoint sets x o, x l , x 2 .... 
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and there are countable sets ~,k for  ]-" 0, ..., q and k = 0, 1, 2, ... which 
satisfy the fol lowing conditions: 
( 1 ) c~ i~ the cardinal number o f  the set ~, o × Xo u ti, 1 X x I u ~, 2 X x 2 t9 ... 
fo r /=  O, ..., q; 
(2) theset  ti,0u~, 1u~,2u.. ,  is countable for  ]= O, ..., q; 
(3) i f  c~, k is the cardinal number o f  ~,k for  ]=O, ...,q and k=O, 1, 2,... 
then mi, o'Co, k +... +mi, q.cq, k = n/,0 .c0, k +... + ni.a'¢q, k for  
i=O, . . . ,pandk=O,  1, 2, .. . .  
The proof of this theorem is very complicated and in fact occupies 
the major portion of the present pape- The theorem is useful in that it 
permits a reduction of certain problems which involve arbitrary cardinals 
to problems which involve only countable cardinals. In particular, it fol- 
lows that a special sentence is provable witho-:t he axiom o,." choice 
whenever it holds for countable cardinals. 
This paper is divided into five sections. In the first section, we esta- 
blish our undecidability result. The postulate which is used to establish 
undecidability in the first section is shown to be compatible with 
"natural" systems of set theory in the second section. In the third sec- 
tion, we prove the general decomposition theorem, and in the fourth 
section we use this theorem to obtain our decidability results. The no- 
tions of cardinal algebras, generalized cardinal algebras, and groups of 
one-to-one transformations it, a o-field, which are introduced and :;tud- 
ied in Tarsk': [ 51, are closely related to the theory of cardinal addition 
but also have many important applications outside of the domain of set 
theory. In the fifth section we extend our results so as to apply to the 
elementary theories of these systems and some mutual relationship 
between the theories are exhibited. 
Preliminaries 
The first order predicate calculus will serve as the logical frame-work 
for all of the theories which are cliscussed in this paper. For our logical 
constants we take: the equivalen,:e sign +--,, the implication sign -*, the 
disjunction sign v,  ~he conjunction &, the negation sign -I, the universal 
quantifier V, the existential quantifier 3, the quantifier 3 ! which means 
there exists a unique element, and the identity st mbol =. For our vari- 
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ables, we take: 
a, a',  a " ,  a, a', a " ,  a O, a I . . . .  
b, b', b" ,  b, b ' ,b" ,  bo, b ~ . . . .  
o . .  
o . .  
. o .  
Z, Z', Z" ,  Z, Z' ,  Z" ,  Z O, Z 1 . . . .  
In order  to s impl i fy our  metamathemat ica l  notat ion,  we shah  adopt  
the fo l lowing convent ions:  
(1) In designat ing formulas  we shall general ly omit  som~. parentheses 
with the unders tand ing  that  the omi t ted  parentheses are to be res- 
tored hi the fol lowing manner :  First we proceed from the right- 
hand side o f  the formula  to the left and as we come upon any oc- 
curence o f  an operat ion  symbol  we assign to it the smallest scope 
possible. Then  we again proceed f rom right to left, and as we come 
upon any occurence  .of a predicate we assign to it the smallest pos- 
sible scope. We repeat  this procedure,  next  for  the quanti f iers,  then 
for -1, then for &, then for v ,  then for  -~, and finally for  ~-,. 
(2) When a, a0, ... an,/3 ~re terms, and A is a binar7 predicate,  we may 
write a&,/3 in place o f-I(aAjf,), and we may write a o, .... a n A{3 in 
place o f  ,x 0 A/3& ... &~'n A/3. 
(3) When e~ 0, ..., a n are variables, Q is a quant i f ier ,  and • is a formula,  
we may write Q a o , ..., an ,I~ in place o f  Q a 0 ... Q a n ~I,. 
(4) When a 0 ..... a n are variables, A is a b inary predicate,/3 is a term, 
and q~ is a ~'ormula, we r'.ay write: 
Va0, ..., a n A/3~ in place o f  Vao, ..., a,~ (ao, ..., a n A/3 --, ,D), 
_q ao, ..., a n A~b in place o f  -~ a 0 , ..., a n (a o .... , a n AI3 &'D), 
3 !a o .... .  c~ A/3~ in place o f  3 !a o ..... an (a 0 .... ~ an A/3&~ ). 
(5) When ao, ..., a n are variables,/30' ",/3n are terms, A o .... .  A n are 
binary predicates,  Q is a quanti f ier ,  and • is a formula,  we may 
write QaoAo~ o, ..., anA n c ~ in place o f  O~.0 Ao/30 ... aa  n An~ n ~b. 
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(6) All of the axiom:;, definitions, and theorems of a given theory are 
supposed to be sentences. In designating such sentences we shall 
generally omit the initial string of universal quantifiers. In other 
words, we may write cb in place of a sentence of  the form 
V% , .. ., % ,I,. 
(7) When a o, a I , a 2 .... '°tn+2' fl0'/~l .... '~n+ 1 are variables, A o, Al ,..., 
An + l are binauf predicates and %, / in , ' " ,  rrn + I are ternary pr, gdi- 
cates, we may ~¢dte %Aoa 1Ala 2 ... an+lAn+lan+, in place of  
aoAoCq &ai Ala2&"" &~n+n An+ lan+2 and we may write 
aO/iOt30a I ,ril31 a2 ...an+ 1/in+ l fln+ 10tn+2 in place of aO%~Oa I & 
•17/'1310t2 & ... ~ Otn+ 1/in+ 13n+lan+2 • 
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Section 1. Undecidability 
Let S be any system of set theory which is compatible with either the 
Zermelo-Fraenkel or Bernays-GiSdel * axicm system without the axiom 
of choice, and suppose that S is also comp :tible with the existence of a 
sequence K which satisfies the following postulates: 
(!)  pew-- ,  eoc__ K(p). 
(2) p,q,r, Ew&K(p)~<K(q)X  K( r ) -~ ,p=qv p=r. 
(3) p, qE~--, K (p )X  K(q)~ 2X K(p)X  K(q). 
(4) p. qEt. .~ K(p)X  K(q)4(, U {K(m) X K(n)lm, nero& (m, n}#: 
(p. qY:. 
(5) w-< y&yC__O {K(m) X K(n) lm,  nEw}~ 3 pEw(K(p)~y) .  
(6) p, qEw&w × (K(p)  uK(q)) -< y &v c___ U (K(n)  x K~m)lm, n~to} 
-~ K(p) × K(q):.< yv  3 rEw(rv~p&J # q&g( r )~y) .  
In the next section, we show that the Ze'melo-Fraenkel and Bernays- 
Gbdel axiom systems, without the axiom o:" choice, are compatible with 
this postulate, provit~ed that these systems are themselves consistent. 
In this section we prove the following thec~rem: 
Theorem !. 7"he <'lass of theorems in ~/te lementary thet, rl: of the order 
relation between cardinals which are pror, able in S is tmde~idable. 
Since the order relation between cardinals can be defined in terms of 
cardinal addition, we have also that the class of theorems in the elemen- 
tar3, theory of cardinal addition which are provable in S is undecidable. 
* The axioms of Zermelo-Fraenkel and Bernays-GiSdel set theory arc given in Cohen [ l ] and 
G~del [8] respectively. The axiomatization i  [8] is essenliatly due to P. Bernays. 
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Our proof* is based upon the method of Tarski-Mostowski-Robinson 
[6]. We show that for any binary relation R, we can define in terms of 
only ~ and some individual constants, a binary predicate R *, such that 
the sentence 
(0) Vtt, o(tlR*v ~-'* 3m, n~w(mRn&u~ K(4m)&o~ K(4n))) 
is provable in the system obtained by adding the new postulate to the 
axioms of Zermelo-Fraenkel or Bernays-GiSdel, without the axiom of 
choice. In particular, we can take for R the relation defined by: 
Vm, n(mRn ,---~ m. nGw&3p, q~o~(p< 2 m &n = 
=p+(2q+ 1) 2 m)). 
Then it is easz, to show that the following three sentences hold: 
(i) Vm, n ,p (mRp&nRp&Vq(qRm,  ,qRn)~m=n) .  
(ii) 3m, n(mRn &73p(pRm)) .  
(!ii) Vm.n,p(mRp&nRp-~3q, r (qRr&Vs(sRq,  ,sRmvs=n))) .  
Since ~ is an equivalence r lation and since, as a consequence of (2), we 
have Vm, n(K(m) ~ K(n) --* m = n) it follows easily from (o): (i), (ii), 
and (iii) that (i), (ii), and (iii) must also hold when R is replaced by R * 
and = is replaced by ~. Let 7" be the axiomatic theory built upon (i), (ii) 
and (iii). It is well known that T is essentially undecidable (cf. [61, p. 
34). Moreover, using the terminology of [6], it follows from the above 
remarks that if T' is the theory consisting of all theorems in the elemen- 
tary theory of the order relation between cardinals which are provable 
in S, then T is weakly interpretable in an inessential extension of T', 
and so, by theorem 8 of [6], T' is undecidable. 
* It is easily seen that the I:roof will extend to systems S which satisfy less stringent conditions 
than those imposed above. For example, It would be sufficient to assume that S is compa- 
tible with the weak set theory WS*, which is defined in section 4, together with an axiom of 
infinity and a slightly modified version of (1)--(6). 
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Let R be any binary relation. Define Q so that 
mQn*-~ m=n &3p~(m = 4p) 
v3q~o(m = 4q+ 1 &n = 4q) 
v3q~(m = 4q + l&n  = 4q+2)  
v3p, q~w(pRq&m = 4p&n = 4((p +q)  2 + q)+3)  
v3p, qE~(pRq&m = 4( (p+q)  2 +q)+3 &n = 4~/+ 1) 
Let C= U{K(m)  × K(n) JmQn) .  We now give a definition of R* 
in terms of ~ and the individual constants C and w. 
(7) x~-y  ~ ,x<~y&y<~x.  
(8) x-<y,  ~x<~y&xCy.  
(9) A (x ) ~---~ Vz(z.< x -~ 3 y(z.< y & y.< ~¢)). 
(10) B(x ,y )~- - -~3z(A(z )&z~x&y:<~ z). 
(11) L(x )~.~,~.<x&x~C&Vy(~o.<y&y_ - . ,~x- ,y~x) .  
(12) M(x ,y ,z )~ 'x~C&Vu(L (u)&u<~x~- - - -~ .u~yvu.~z)  
& Vw(w~x &B(w,y )&B(w,z )&  TA(w),--> w;~ x). 
(13) J (y ,z )~ ,3x(Mr,  x ,y ,z) ) .  
(14) uR*J ~ ' J (u ,u )& J (v ,u )&. - 'x ,y , z (T J (x ,x )& J (u ,x )&  
& J (x ,y )& J (y ,v )&  Vw(J(w,z)*--~ w..~ y)). 
We .now prove o~r contention that 
Vu, l~(uR*v ,~--* 3 p, q~(pRq & u .~ K(4p) & v ~ K(4q))). 
(15) w-<u&n~w&u~K(n)~ u~ K(n). 
Proof. By (5) and (?.) 
(16) nE~ w< K(n). 
Proof. By (1) and (3) 
(17) L(x)~-~3n, -~o(K(n)~<C&x.~ K(n))). 
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Proof. l fnEco and K(n)<C,  then L(K(n) )  by (11), (15), and (16). 
If L(x),  then b:¢ (5), (1 1), and (16) 3n~co(K(n) . .< ,C&x ~ K(n) )  
(18) m, new- -*coX (K(m)uK(n) ) -<K(m)X K(n) .  
Proof. By (1) arm (3) 
(19) n~co&B(x ,K(n) ) - -~ .x~xucox  K(n) .  
Proof. Suppose n ~ co and B (x, K (n)). 
Then, by (10), we have that A (u u K (n)) and u o K (n )< x, for some u 
with u n K(n)= 0. l fuuco-~ uUK(n) ,  then uOw ~ uUw X K(n) :so 
x ~. xuco  X K(n) .  On the other hand, i fuU co< uuK(n) ,  then by (9) 
we have for some v; v. c_ K ( n ), uO w-< uO cou v, and uu cou v 
<uOcoUK(n) ,  so, by (15) coov ~. K (n) ,  a contradiction. 
(20) m, nEco & zuK(m)U K(n)  ~ coX (K(m)u  K(n) )~ z 
-~ co X (K (m)U K(n)) .  
Proof. Assume the hypothesis. Then for some w, x, y we have 
z ~ x u y u co X w, co X x ~< K(m ), and co × y ~< K(n  ). Also for some 
u, v we have coX (K (m)U K(n) )  ~ zUuUo,  cox u~<K(m) ,  and 
co X v< K ( n ). By (t 5) and (3), it follows that x, y, u, v~< co. Therefore 
by (16), we have that w 4: 0, so co X (K (m)uK(n) )  ~ zuuuv  ~ z. 
(21) m,n~co~A(co× (K(m)uK(n) ) ) .  
Proof. Suppose. m, n~co, zn(K(m)uK(n) )= 0, and z-< co × 
X (K(m)uK(n) ) .  Then z< zgK(m)UK(n)  and by (20) 
zOK(m)uK(n)< co X (K (m)UK(n) ) .  
(22) m,n~wo qA(K(m)× K(n) ) .  
Proof. Suppose m, n~co. By (18) co X (K (m)uK(n) )< K(m)  x K(n),  
and by (6) and (2) -3 3y(co x (K (m)UK(n) )<y &y< K(m)  X K(n) ) .  
(2.3) M(x,y,z)+---*3m, nEw(x.~ K(m)× K(n)&K(m)X 
× K(n)~C&y~K(rn)&z-~K(n) ) .  
Proof. Suppose m, n~co and K(m)  × K(n)~ C. By (17) and (2) we 
have Vu(  L (u )  & u~K(m)  × K(n)  ~. ~- u ~ K(m)v  u ~ K(n)) .  If 
w~K(m)  × K(n) ,  B(w,  h(m)) ,  B(w,  K(n)) ,  and qA (w), then by ( lq)  
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and (21) to x (K (m)UK(n) )< w, so by (6) and (2), w ~. K (m)  X 
X K(n).  Moreover by (21) and (10), B(K(m)  x K(n))  and B(K( rn )X  
X K(n) ,  K (n) )  so by (2:~). 
Vw(w~ K(m)  X K(n)  &B(w,  K (m))  & B(w, K(n) )  & 
7A(w)  ~ w~ K(m)× K(n)).  
Therefore by (12), ~ tK (m ) X K(n  ), K(m ), K(n )). On the other hand, 
suppose M(x, y, z). Then, by (12) and (17), we have some m, n~to, 
such thaty  ~ K(m) ,  " ~. K (n) ,x~ C, 7A(x ) ,B (x ,  K(m)) ,  B(x, K(n)) ,  
and 7 3 r( r:/: m & r ~ i: & K ( r )~  x ). Therefore, by (19) and (21), 
6o X (K (m)uK(n) ) -<x ,  so by (6) K(m)  × K(n)~x.  But by (21) and 
(10) B(K(m)  X K(n) ,y )  andB(K(m)  × K(n) ,z ) ,  and by (22) 
7A(K( :n )  × K(n)) ,  so by (12)x  ~ K(m)  × K(n).  
(24) J (y , z )~- ,Bm,  n~w((mQnvnQm)&y-~K(m)&z~- .K (n) ) .  
Proof. Sappose J (y, z). Then by (13) and (23) for some m, n~to  we 
havey -~ K(m) ,  z ..~ K(n) ,  and K(m)  X K(n)..,<C. Therefore by (4) and 
the definition of C, m Q n or n Qm. On the other hand, if m, n ~ w and 
m Qn or n Qm, then K(m)  X K(n)SCso  by (23) and (13), J (K (m) ,  
K (n)). 
(25) uR*v~-~zip,  q~w(pRq&u~ K(4p)&v~ K(4q)) .  
Proof. Suppose p, q~oJ, pRq,  u ~. K(4p)  and o -~ K(4q).  Let 
r = K(4( (p+q)  2 +q) +3) ,y  = K(4C+ 1), and z = K(4q +2). By (24), 
(2), and the definition of Q, we have J ( u, u ), J ( o, o) 7 J ( x, x ), J ( u, x ), 
J (x,  y ), J (y, o), and Vw( J  ( w, z) ~ w ~- y ). Therefore uF;'~o by (14). 
On the other hand, suppose that uR*o. Then for some x, y, z we have 
J(u, u) , J (o ,o) ,  7 J (x ,x ) , J (u ,x ) , J (x ,  y ) , J (y ,  o), and Vw( J{w,  z} ~-÷ 
w ~ y }. In the following argt~ments we need apply only (24), (2), 
and the definition of Q. Since Vw( J (w ,  z ) ,  , w ~, y )  we have some 
q '~ w such that z ~ K(4q'  + 2) and y ~ K(4q '  + I). Since J (o, o) and 
J (y,  o) we have o ~ K(4q'  ). Since J(u, u), J(u, x), 7 J (x,  x ) and 
J (x,  y),  we have some p, q, p'~o~ such that pRq,  u -~ K(4p),  
x ~. K (4( (p+q)  2 +q)+3)  and 4((,o+q) 2 +q)+3 = 4( (p '+q ' )2  +q ' )+3.  
But this last condition implies th~ tp = p'  and q -- q'. Therefore 
v ~- K(4q) .  
By our own previous remarks, Theorem I is therefore stablished. 
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Section 2. Relative Cor=sistency 
In this section we show, as previously promised, that if the Zermeio- 
Fraenkel and Bernays-Gbdel axiom systems (without the axiom of 
choice but possibly with the strong axioms of infinity mentioned in the 
Intr¢,duction) are consistent, then a consistent extension of these sys- 
tems is obtained by postulating the existence of a sequence K which sa- 
tisfics the following conditions: 
(1) p~oa ~ coo__ K(p). 
(2) p,q, rEw&K(p)4K(q)X  K( r )~p=qvp=r .  
(3) p, qEw-+ K ~)X K(q)~ 2X K(p)× K(q). 
(4) p,q~o~K(p)X  K(q)~U(K(m)X K(n) lm,  nEw& 
& {m,n}~ (p ,q} .  
(5) ~.<y&yC_U (K(m)XK(n) lm,  n~w} ~3pEw(K(p)~y) .  
(6) p, qEw&:o3X (K(p)uK(q) ) .<y&yC_U(K(m)× 
X K(n)lm, n~w)  --, K(p)× K(q)~yv3r~(r~p & 
& r4: q & K( r )~y) .  
Our proof is r,o more than a paraphrase of the arguments contained 
in Cohen's paper [ 1 ]. In this section we therefore adopt the notation 
and terminology of [ 1 ]. Also, following Cohen, we present he proof in 
a model-theoretical form since the remarks given at the end of [ 1 ] indi- 
cate the manner in which the proof can be rewritten to give the result 
originally stated. 
The proof w:ill be ca~ed out only for the Zermelo-Fraenkel axiom 
system, which is hereafter referred to as ZF. However, the form of the 
proof is such that it can be easily extended to the Bernays-Gbdel axiom 
system. 
Let 7/g denote a countable collection of sets which is a model for ZF 
together with the axiom of constructability. We also assume that when- 
ever x~_q?~ and y~x, then y~C)~. 
For L J, k6 ~ let aij, k be a subset of w, which for the moment is left 
unspecified. 
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For i, j~  60 let 
Mti  = {a~/,o, a/,z l .... }, 
K/' = {M/,0, Mt l,"" }, 
and 
L /= {M0,/, M1, i ... }. 
For ordinals a in ~ we define Fa as follows: 
F a=a fo r0  <_a<60;  
for a in the range 60 < a <_ 60 3 + 602 + 560 we let F a successively enume- 
K' Li, (i} (i, '} <i, Ki>, {<0, '>,<1, '> .... }for rate aid, k, Mi,/, i' , Ki , ' Ko Ki 
i,], kG60; 
for 603 + 602+ 5w < a we define F a precisely as in Section 4 of [ 1 1 ex- 
cept that now 60 3 + w 2 + 560 + I plays the role of w 2 + ~ + 1. 
Treating the Fa as formal symbols, we define limited and unl imited 
statements as in Section 4 of  [ 1 ]. Following Cohen, ~ ~' ways denote a 
statement (either l imited or unlimited) and P always der  ~tes a finite 
number of condit ions n~ai, Lk and mq~ai, Lk where it is assumed that 
these condit ions a~e compatible. Our definit ion of forcing (P forces 21 ) 
is also virtually the same as in Section 4 of [ 1 ]. 
Now let G denote the group of  all permutations g of the ai, Lk which 
leave ai, Lk fixed for all but finitely many j and such that lk~r all i~ 60 
g induces a permutat ion of the Mid ( in other words, for ali i , /6  60 there 
is some/ '~60 such that {g(at/,o ), g(a~/,l ), ... )= M,/ ,) .  We extend the 
action of G to a!l F a as follows: for i , /~ 60 let g(Mi. j) = {g(ai, i, o ), 
g(a~/, l ), "'" ) and let g(L / )  = {g(Mo,i),  g(Ml , i )  , ...) ; for i ~ co let g keep 
1 w-~ W f w 
fixed i, Ki, {i}, fi, K i j ,  <i, K~>, w, and (<0, K0>, (1, K l > .... }; for 
o~3 + 602 + 560 < a g operates as ha Section 4 of [ 1 ]. We also let G ope- 
rate on condit ions P and statements 92 as in Section 4 of  [ 1 ]. For me ~z, 
let G m be the subgroup consisting of  all permutations in G which keep 
at/,k fixed fo r /< m and i , /E60. 
The following five lemmas are proved exactly as in Cohen's paper: 
Lemma I. P does not  force 92 and -q 92. 
Lemma 2. I f  P forces 92, then every extension o f  P forces 92. 
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Lemma 3. There is aiways an extension o f  P which forces 9A or forces 
-]gA. 
Lemma 4. I f  P forces 9.1 and i f  gE G, then g(P)  forces g(~[). 
Lemma 5. For each F a there is some m ~ 6o such that  G m keeps Fa 
fixed. 
Lemma 6. For any r, m E 60 and any condition P, i f  n ~ w and m <- n, 
then there is an extension P' o f  P and a g~ Grn such that 
g (e ' )  = e ' ,  g(Mr.,,, ) = Mr, n, g(Mr, n)= M,;m , 
and for all i, j ew,  i f  i ¢  r or] u: m, n, then g(M~.i) = Mij. 
Proof. Suppose that P involves ai,], k only for k < k'. For P' take P toge- 
ther with the sz::me condit ions on ar, n,k+ k, as P has o:~ at.m, k and the 
same condit ions on ar, m,k+k,aSP has on at, n, k ,  for k < k'. For k< k' 
letg(ar, m,k )=a , and let )= , F~3rk > 2k'  let r,n,k+k g(ar, n,k ar, m,k+k " - 
g(ar, n, k) = at, m, k and let g(ar, m, k) = at, n, k. 
Letg(a~i,k)=ai,  Lg i f i :#ror j4 :m,n .  Q.E.D. 
N.~)w let a n be an enumerat ion of  the ordinals in 9~ and let 9A n be ~:n 
enuraeration of the l imited and unl imited statements. Let P0 be the 
empty condit ion and for n~ 60 let Pn+l be the first (in any natural order- 
ing) extens~,on ofP  n which forces either 9A n or-19A n . We are now in a 
position to specify the sets ati, g. In fact, for i, 1, k~ 60 we take for ai,/,,~: 
the set of all mew such that the condit ion m~ai, i g appears in Pn for 
some n ~ 60. 
Now let ~ = (/:]~ I,-, ~ ~ }. Exactly as in Cohen's paper, we have the 
following lemmas: 
Lemma 7. A statement is true in 9~ i f  and only i f  il is jbrced by some 
e. 
Lemma 8.9Z is a model o f  ZF. 
It is clear that the atj, k are distinct since whenever <i. j, k) 4: <i ', j', k'> 
the :statement a j, k= ai , , j ,k ,  can  never be forced, since any P can be ex- 
tended to force its negation. Ther'~fore the Mi, i are also distinct. 
Let the sequences K, which is clearly in 9f, be defined by K( i )  = K~t360 
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for iE co. Note also that for j~  to we have L i ~ to in 9t. Now we show 
that condit ions (2), (3), (4), (5), and {6) hold inoz. 
Consider any F a in OZ. Let me ¢o be such that G m keeps F a fixed. 
Suppose that p, q, rE w, p 4: q, r, u ~ K (q),  and v E K ( r ). I f P forces 
<Alp, m ,<u, o>)~Fo~, then for any n> m we have, by Lemma 6 and Lemma 
4, an extension o fP '  of  P such that P' forces (Mp, n ,(tl, v))~Fa. There- 
fore F a does not establish a one-to-one correspondence from K(p  ~ into 
Ktq)  X K(r) ,  so (2) holds ing~. 
Now suppose that p, q~ to, p :¢: q, "f, u '~ K(p  ), v, v'~ K(q ), (u, t~) :/: 
<u', v ' )P  forces (<0, <Mp, m ,Mq,m)>, <u, v)>E/:~, and P forces 
((1, (Mp, m ,Mq, m )), (u' o'))EF ~. I fu~:  Mp, m , then for any n> m such 
that u =/: Alp, n we have by Lemma 6 and Lemma 4 an extension P'  of P 
such that P' forces <<0, <Mp, n,Mq, m), <u, v))~F a, so in this case Fo~ does 
no! establish a one-to-one correspondence b tween 2x K(p)  x K (q)  
and K(p)× K(q) .  In the same way we show that if u'=/: Mp, m or v :/= 
=/: Mg, m or o' =~ Mq, m , then again F a does not establish such a correspon- 
dence. Therefore (3) holds in OZ when p :/= q. 
tJn the other hand, suppose that pc  to, u, u ', u ", v, v', v"E K(p ), 
<u, v) <u', v'), and (u",  v")  are distinct, P forces <<0, CMp, m ,Mp, m+ l )), 
<u, v))~ b~, P forces << 1, (Mp, m , Mp, m+ l )), <u', V'>>E Fa, and P forces 
<<0, (Mp.m+ 1 , Mp, m )), <u", v")>~F a. In the same way as above, we show 
that ifMp, m ¢ u, v orMp, m+ 1 ~ u, v, or i fu ' ,  v' or u", v" satisfy these 
conditions, then F a does not establish a one-to-one correspondence b - 
tween 2 X K(p ) × K(p)  and K(p)  x K(p ). Therefore (3) also holds in 
OZ when p = q. 
The proof that (4) holds in ~ is carried out in the same way as the 
above proofs. 
Now suppose that ingZ we have to<Fa and F~c_U (K (m)X 
x K (n) lm,  nEto  }. If (Mp, n,U)q~-F ~and <u, Mp n>~F a whenever 
p, qE to, m <_n, and uE K(q ), then F~ c (  tou Lo u ... u Lm. 1 ) X 
× ( tou L 0 u ... U Lm. 1 ) so F a -<co inOZ, a contradiction. Therefore for 
some p, q, n~to  with m <_n and for some u ~ Kq, we have <Mt!,n,u)~F a 
or <u, Mp,n)~F , and we can assume that if u = Mp,n,, then n <- n. It is 
clear that the sets { <Mpd, (Mpj, u)) I]~ co }, { (Alp,i, <u, Mp,/)) I j~ 6o }, and 
{ <Alp, i  <Mp,i, Mp,i) l]~ 6o } are in 9Z. Suppose that u ¢ Alp, n . If P forces 
<Mp, n, u)~Fa,  then for any j~n we have by Lemma 6 and Lemma 4 an 
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extension P' of P such that P' forces <M ,., u>~Fa. Therefore in case 
<Mp, n,u)~Ft~ we have { <Mp,], u>lj~co ~ <_] }C_F~ so K(p )~ 
~F a o ( (Mp, O, u), ... (Aip, z_ 1, u)) ~ F~ in 9Z. Similarly, in case <u, Mp. n )~ 
E F a or <Alp, n, Mp, n )E F a we have K(p)~F a in qt .  Therefore (5 )ho lds  
in cg. 
Finally, suppose that p, q~co,  b~ c__ U {K(n)X  K(m) lm,  nEco},  and 
cox (K (p)U  K(q))~<F~ .ng f .  If there are r, nE¢o and u~O {K(m) l  
I m ~ co ) such that r 4: p, q, m <_ n, and <Mr, n' u >~ F~ or (u, Mr, n )~ Ft~, 
then in the same way as above we have K(r)~<Fa in 9t so (6) will be 
satisfied. Therefore suppose that (Mr, n, u)q~F a and (u, Mr, n>~ Fc~ when- 
ever r, n~co, r.~p, q, m <_n, and u~O (K (m) lm~co}.  Let us first con- 
sider the case where p=~ q. i f  (Mp, n,Mq, n,>~F a and <Mq, n,,Mp, n>q~F~, 
whenever n, n '~- co and m <- n, n', then F a ~ ((K(p) u K(q ) u L o ... 
... U Lm. 1)X (coUL  0U. . .  U Lm. I )U(coU L 0t0 . . .oLm. l )X  
X (K (p)W K(q))) and so F t~ cox (K(p)O K(q)) i n~,  a contradic- 
tion. Therefore, for :;ome n, n' ~ co with m <_ n, n ', we have 
<Mp, n,Mq, n,)~Fotor ',Ma, n,, Mp, n)EFr,. In a manner which is by now ob- 
vious we obtain the result: 
((Mp,j, Mq,/,)lj, j 'Eco&m<_j, j '}C_F ~ or 
{ ?  i,i' co & m < i,i ' C 
it therefore follows easily that K (p)X  K(q)~Fo~ in 9~, so (6) holds in 
cF ~en p 4: q. Now we consider the case when p :- q. If 
<1. n, Mp, n '~F~ whenever n, n '~  co, n 4: n', and m <- n, n', then 
/;~ -_ ( (K (p)  u L o u ... U Lm. 1 ) X (COU L 0 U ... O L m-I )u  (cou  L 0 o ... 
... t3 L m. l )X K (p ) ~' { (Mp,j, Mp,/~' IjE CO } ) SO Fa~coX K (p ) ingZ, a 
contradiction. Therefore, for some n, tF ~ co with n 4= ~F and m <_ n, n' ,  
we have <Mp, n, Alp, n,)~Foc Applying Lemma 6 and Lemma 4 in the ob- 
vious way, we have 
{<Mp,], Mp,j,)I],]'Eco &j4: j '  & m<_j.j '}CF~, 
so K(p)X  K(q)~Fa in 9t. Therefore (6) holds in 9f when p=q. 
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Section 3. The general decomposition theorem. 
Since some of the axioms of the Zermelo-Fraenkel system are super- 
fluous for our purposes, we shall introduce a weak system of set theory 
which ~mbodies only those parts of ZF which are applied in our devia- 
tions, ttowever, the new system will preserve parts of ZF which, though 
not actually essential do serve to simplify the discussion 
The system WS has three primitive non-logic onstants, namely: the 
binary predicate ~, which represents he membership relation; the indi- 
vidual constant o, representing the empty set; and the binary operation 
symbol! P, which represents he ordered pair operation. Validity in WS 
is defined by the following axioms: 
I. 7 : lu (u~o)  & : lx(oEx) .  
Ii. Vu(u~x,  ~uEy)& : tu (uEx)~x=y.  
III. P(u ,o)=P(u ' ,o ' )&3x(u ,o ,u ' ,o '~:¢) -~u=u'&o=o '. 
IV. Vy, zExVu(u~yvuEz~uEx) .  
V. Vy, z3xVu,  o ( t~y&oEz-~P(u ,o )Ex) .  
VI. Vy3xVu,  o (P(u ,o)Ey& :iz(u, oEz)-~o~x). 
VII. P(o ,o )~o&3x(P(o ,o )Ex&Vu(u~x-*P(P (o ,o ) ,u )Ex) ) .  
VIIi. Finally, we accept as an axiom any sentence of the form 
VyVz o, ...,z n 3 xVu(u~x ~ u~ y & ~P ), 
where q~ is a formula involving no non-logical constants other than ~, 
o, and P, and where it is assumed that the variable x does not occur in 
We understand an individual to be an object which has no members. 
By (I) we have that the empty set is both an individual and a member. 
As in Zermelo's original system, the axiom of extensionality (II) is sta- 
ted in such a way as to be comparable with tlae existence of individuals 
other than the empty set. (III) expresses on17 the fact that the opera- 
tion P can be treated as the ordered pair operation when it is applied to 
members of a given set. (IV), (V), and (VI) guarantee the existence of 
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sets which include the union of two sets, the Cartesian product of two 
sets and the range of a set. We have taken (VII) as our axiom of infinity 
'so that the system WS is compatible with the restriction that only indi- 
viduals may be admitted as members of sets. The axiom of subsets 
(VIII) is taken in place of the stronger axiom of replacement, soWS is 
a subtheory of Zerraelo's original system, 
It is easy to see that there are models of WS in which the axioms of 
pairing, union, power set, replacement and regularity fail. Moreover, 
WS is compatible with the restriction that all sets are countable. 
Even so, the system WS includes much more than is essential and is 
used only to illustrate the general method of our proof. Indeed, in the 
next section we shall show that our results can be obtained on the basis 
of a system of set theory which represents no more than a fragment of 
second order logic. 
We introduce some new non-logical constants into WS, by the follow- 
ing definitions: 
(D. I) We define o:rdered n-tuple for n = 1, 2, ..., by the recu"si;'e 
scheme 
(D.2) 
(D.3) 
(D.4) 
(D.5) 
(D.6) 
(D.7) 
<x o )=x  ° arid 
<Xo .... , xn+ ! " =/: (<xo ..... x,, >, x n + l ) 
forn = O, 1,2,...  
St (x)'~-~ .:= 0v ]u (u~x)  
Mb(u) ~-~ ]x (u~_x)  
x~y~ Vu(uex~ u~-y)  
z = oo ~ ~u (u~z  ~-* '¢x ((o, o)~x & Vv(v~x ~ (<o, o), v )~x )-* 
~ u~:~: )) .  
Nn(x)~---~:- M(x) &x C_ oo 
& Vu(u~:c+ u = <o, o)v: l  v(v~x & u =<(o, o>,,l>)). 
x<_y ~--~ bn(x)  & Nn(y)  &xC-y .  
(D.8) x<y+- -~x ~y&y~x.  
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(D.9) z=x*~--~x't~ **&z=Ovx=O&z=(O,O)  
vx< ,~ &3o~x(z=( (0 ,0 ) ,  v) & z¢  x). 
(D. 10) z=x(u  o, ..,Un)' ' S t (z )&  Vv(o~z '  ' Mb(o)& 
& ((u*. . . . .  , u n*), o )~x ). 
(D. 11) Here we define the individual constants which represent non- 
negative integers by the recursive scheme: 
z= 1, ~ 0<z  & ((0,0),0")~- z, 
z=2,  , l<z  &( (0 ,0) ,  l 'k )~z ... .  
(D. 12) z - :xX  y*--~ St (z )&  Vw(w~z , , 3urx ,  o~y(w"(u,o) ) ) .  
(D. 13) xf :y~- - -~VuEx3!qEy( (u ,o )E f )&  
& VvEy3]uEx( (u ,  v )E f ) .  
(D. 14) x<-f:y~"~3z(zC--y &x  : f : z ) .  
(D. 15) x~y,  ,3 f (x : f :y ) .  
(D. 16") x~y+- -~3f (x<f :y ) .  
(D. 17) z =x+y ~ St (z )  & Vw(w~z*--,  3u~x(w=(o* ,u ) )v  
v:i vEy(w=(l* ,o)) ) .  
(D. 18) ::= I.x :, , z<~&z~-xvVy<~(y~x)&z=O.  
(D. 19) z = Ix I1"-"-~ z <- ~ &z-~xv  Vy<-o~(y~x)&z=O.  
(D.20) 
7" and 6 
/--I 6 is a term in which all occurences of ~ are bound and in which 
cv<~r 
occurences of all other variables are free or bound according as they are 
free or bound in parts 7" and 6. Finally, we accept as a definit ion any 
sentence of the form 
VXo,. . . ,xnVmVz(z= ~ 8, ,S t+(z )&Vu(u~z~' -~ 
i < ra 
:li< m :IoEr(u = (i*, o)) & : lyVi< m, oE5(~,i *, o)Ey))) 
where/ i  is a term in which the variables v and y do not  occur. 
Here we define the operator ~.  First we agree that whenever < 
are terms and a is a variable which does not occur free in r, then 
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Whenever we use the notation ~ /5, it will be clear that 
i ' (  m 
3y Vi < m Vo( oE 5 ~ (i *, o)~ y ) 
so we will have 
Vu(u~ ~ ~,---~ 3 i<m3vES(u=( i * ,o ) ) )  
i<m 
Our central task in this section will be to show that the following 
decompositio:~ theorem holds in WS. 
General decomposition theorem. 
m, n<oo & Vi< re, j< n(r(i,j),s(i,j)<_oo) & Vi< 
<m(  ~ r( i , j )× x ( j )~  ~ s( i , j )X x( j ))  
j<k /<n 
-~ :It, y (V j< n, k<,,~(t(j, k)<_ oo) & Vj< H(x(i) 
~ t ( j ,k )X  v (k ) )&V i<rn ,  k<oo( ~nr ( i , j )X  
k <oo " j 
X t ( j , k )~ ~ s( i , / )X t( j ,k))) .  
j<n 
The proof we present is very long so the reader may wish to pass ever 
it and proceed to the next section where the theorem is applied to ol~- 
tain positive results for the cte,.ision problem. 
We begin with an example which illustrates the technique of the proof 
Consider the following theorem, which corresponds to the importan~ 
remainder postulate of cardinal algebras: 
~< °°(x( i ) : f ( i ) : .v ( i )+x(  Ii+ 1 I)) 
~3z,  gV j<oo(x( j ) :g ( j ) : z+ ~ y(li+]l)). 
i< oo 
Proof. S':9pose that Vi< oo(x(i) : f ( i )  :y ( i )+x( l i+ 11)). Let h be 
defined so that Vw(w~h(o) , - - ,  3u~x(o) (w=< u, < l*,u)))) 
and Vn< ooVw(wEh(In+ l l) , , 3uEx(o) ,o 'Ex(n)  
, o~.v(n)+x(In +1 I) 
((u, ( l * ,o ' ) )Eh(n)  & (o', o)E f( n ) & w = (u, o))). 
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Let z satisfy the condit ion 
St (z )  & Vu(uez  ~ uex(o)  & 
Vn < ~ 3 o~:_x(n )( (u, < 1", v>>~h (n ))) 
and del2ne g so that 
Vn < **Vw(wEg(  n )~.-.~ 3uEx(n  ) ,vEz(  (v, < l * ,u ) )~h (n)  & 
& w=(u, ¢o*,v)) ) v 3m < oo, uEx(n  ), 
U:EX(O), vc'y( let +m I) ((u', ( l * ,u ) )  ~ h (n)  & 
& (u , (o , o))~-_-h (In + m + 1 I) & w = (u, ( 1", (rn*, v))))). 
It is easy to check *hat 
Vj<~(x( j ) 'g ( j ) ' z+ ~ y( l i+/ I ) .  
In proving this theorem, we have given z~ definite construct ion of z 
and g from x, y, and f. This construction may be formalized in the fol- 
lowing way. 
Let ¢ (x ,  y, f, z, g)  denote the formula 
::]h(Vw(wEh(o)~.-~ 3uEx(o) (w=(u , ( l * ,u ) ) ) )  & 
& Vn <,~Vw(wEh( In  + 1 I)~---~ :quEx(o),  o' Ex (n) ,oEy(n)  + 
+x( In+ 1 I)((u, (1", o'))Eh(n ) & (o',v)E f (n  ) & w=(u,  o) )) 
& St (z )  & Vu(uEz  ~ uEx(o)  & 
& Vn<~ ::lvEx(n)((u, ( l * ,v? )Eh(n) ) )  & St (g)  
& Vw(wEg~--~ :qn < ~, uEx(n) ,vEz ( (o , ( l * ,u ) )Eh(n)  
& w = (n*, (u, (o*, v))) ) v 
=In <,-~, m< ~,, uEx(n) ,u 'Ex(o ) ,vEy( In  +m I) 
((u',  ( l * ,u ) )Eh(n)  & <u', <o* ,v )>Eh( In+m+ 1 I) 
& w =: ~,z*, (u, < 1", (m*, v)>>>))). 
We have actually proved the following result, which is stronger than 
original theorem. 
Vx, y, f (V i< ~(x(  i) : f ( i ) "  y ( i )+x(  li + 1 I))-~ 
=l! ' / ,g (4P(x ,y , J ; z ,g )&V]<~(x( j ) :g ( / ) : z+ ~ y(l i+jZD)).  
When the theorem i,; thus formulated, we have g and z uniquely deter. 
mined by x, y, and f. This is important because it allows us to avoid the 
use of ~he axiom of choice in infinite constructions. Moreover, for this 
purpose the exact nature of the formula cb is incidental. 
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!n this sect ion we shall adopt  some special notatio,.~al convent ions .  
Accord ing to these convent ion~ we may,  for  e ~ample, write:  
(10) Vi<~(x( i ) : :y ( i )+x( i+ l ) )~V j<~(x( j ) "z+ ~ y ( i+ j ) ) ,  
to indicate that  we in tend  to  const ruct  z fo rmula  (b I 0 (x, y, f, z, g )  and 
prove that  Vx, y , . f (V i< ~(x( i ) ' / ( i ) :y ( i )+x( l i+ l l ) ) - *  
-~ : l ! z ,g (dP lo (X ,y , f , z ,g )&  V j<~(x( j ) 'g ( j ) ' z+ ~ y ( l i+ / I ) ) ) ) .  
Moreover,  if we have establ ished that  V~ < ~ ( a ( i )  • f '  ( i ) "  b ( i ) + a ( l i + 11 )) 
we may say "by  (10)  we have V j< ~(a( j ) "g ' ( / ) ' c+ ~ b(  I i+ j l ) ) "  to 
i<~ 
indicate that  c and g '  are the un ique  objects  wh ich  satisfy the formula :  
( l~ i0 (a ,b , f ' , c ,g ' )&V/<~(a( j ) 'g ' ( / ) ' c+ ~ b( l i+ / I ) ) .  
i<  oo 
We now make these convent ions  expl ic it .  We refer to the variables 
i , / , k , "  " k '  "" "" k"  t , / ,  , t  ,1 , and the indiv idual  constants0 ,1 ,2  .... as 
type-o symbols .  We refer  to the variables m, n. p, q, r, s, t, m ', n ', p ' ,  q' ,  
, t ,~ ~, p t~,  , ,  , ,  , t  t , t  r , s , t , m , n , q , r , s , as type- l  symbo ls .  The  ind iv idua l  
constant  ~ and the variables fit, n, p, q, r, s, t, m , n , if', q , r ,  s ,  t ,  
q , 7 ,  s , , are cal led type-2 symbols .  All o ther  va- 
riables are cal led type-3 symbols .  In des ignat ing express ions we gene- 
rally omi t  some symbo ls  wi th  the unders tand ing  that  the omi t ted  sym- 
bols are to be restored i.n the fo l lowing manner :  
(a) I f  r and r '  are terms,  we replace any occur rence  o f  r r '  by 
(rx r'). 
(b) I f  r and r '  are terms,  we replace any occur rence  of  r:" r '  or 
I 
r _<_ • r '  by r :  a (i o , ...,/n )" r '  or r <_ ~ (t~,, ..., in )" r ' ,  where  a is a type-3 
variable wh ich  has not  appeared  in any context ,  and i o .. . . .  i are the 
type-o variables wh ich  occur  free in r or r ' .  I f  no type-o variables occur  
free in r o r t '  we usea  in place o f~( /o , . . . , /n  )
(c) I fa  is a type- I  variable, then  every occur rence  o f  a,  wh ich  is r, ot  
in a part  Va,  :I a, la I, or ~ ( r o , ..., r n ), is rep laced by I,~ I. 
(d) l f r  is a p roper  term (i.e., r is not  a variable or ind iv idual  con- 
stant)  such that  each variable and indiv idual  constant  occur ing  in r is 
type-0 or type- l ,  then  if r is not  a l ready of  the fo rm 181 we rep:~ace r 
by Irl. 
(e) I f  r is a p roper  term such that  some type-2 symbo l  occurs  in r, and 
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such that each variable and individual constant occuring in r is of  
type-O, type- l ,  or type-2, then if r is not already of  the form I~ II, we 
replace r by Irll. 
(f) In restoring omitted parentheses we let + dominate~and ×. < 
(g) Finally, if %,  ..., %,/3o, ...,/3 m are distinct variables and if 
xI,(%, ..., a n ) and ~I" (%,  ..., a n ,/3 o, ""'/~m ) are expressions, the first 
involving precisely %,  ..., a n as free variables and the second involving 
no free variables other than %,  ..., a n , #o, "", #m' we may write: 
* (%, . . . ,  ~.) ~ . ' (%, . . . ,  a., ~o, ..., ~m ), 
to indicate that we intend to construct a formula ~(a  o .... , %, ~o, "",/3m) 
and prove that: 
v%,...,% (~'(%,...,an)-~ 3~,. . . ,~ m (~(%,...,a,, ~o,...,~ m) 
& ~' (%, . . . ,%,~o .... ,~m)))" 
Now we set out to show that: 
m(j~<n ~ -E ( i,j )x(j)) Vi< 7( i , j )x ( j ) : : j<  n 
Vj<n(x( j ) : :  ~ -t-(j .k)y(k))& k <oo 
Vi < m. k < oo(j~-~ (i,j)-[ k)= i<;  ~ -~ ( i.j)T (j. k)) 
According to the conventions which have just been established, this 
means that we can construct a formula ~(m. n. r, s. x. f, -t-, y, g) and 
prove that: 
Vm, n , r , s ,x , f (V i< lml (  ~ ~( i , j ) l lX  
/< ln l  
Xx( j ) : f ( i ) :  ~ I~( i , j ) l lXx ( j ) )  
/<  Inl 
-* 3 !7 ,  y ,  g (~(m,  n, r ,  ~ , x , / ,¥ ,  y, g)  & 
Vj<ln l (x( j ) :g( j ) "  ~_~ 17(j.k)llX y (k )&  k <oo 
Vi<lml ,k<oo( I  ~ IT ( i . j ) l lX  iT( j .k) l l~= 
j< ln l  
= t Z~ I~( i , / ) l l x  IT(j,k)illl))). 
i< Ini 
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Then we have the general decomposition theorem as an immediate 
corollary. 
It will be clear from our arguments that in princivle the formula 
• (m, n,-f, ~-, x, f, T, y, g)eould be written expli'zitly, but we have no 
intention of actually performing this tedious task. 
The above v~sult is derived arithmetically from the following theo- 
rems, which correspond to the defining postulates for cardinal algebra: 
(1) x=x--' x"x .  
(2) x :: y ~ y "." x .  
(3) x::y & y::z ~ x::z. 
(4) x : :x '&y : :y '+x+y"x '+y ' .  
(5) 
(61) 
(71 
(8) 
(9~ 
(10) 
(11) 
Vi<=(x( i )"x ' ( i ) ) -+ ~ x( i ) : :  ~ x'(i). 
i<= i<~ 
x=x~ ~ x(i)"x(O)+ ~ x(i+l). 
x=x & y--y-+i~ oo~ (x( i)+y(i)) : : i<~ ~ x(i)+ <~ . 
x=x-~ x+O::x & O+x"x. 
x+y'" ~ z ( i )~ x'" ~ u( i)& y'" ~ u(i). 
i i<  °° i<  °° 
& Vi< ~(z(i)'" u(i)+u(i)). 
Vi<~(x( i ) : :y ( i )+x( i+ l ))-+ ~j<,~(x( j ) "z+ ~ y(i+j)). 
i <Qo 
x < - :y -~x+z"y .  
(12) x+z: :yo  x<_'y. 
(13) Vi< n(x( t ) "y( i ) )  & 
V i<,~(y( i+n) : :o )~i<n ~ x(i)":.~< . 
(14) E<-~'&x=x~f fx : :  ~ x. 
i<h 
Except for (10 which has already been established, all these results 
can be obtained on the basis of very simple finite constructions. 
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It is shown in [5] th~Lt he following results can be derived in a 
purely arithmetical way from the basic theorems ( l )  - (14): 
(~5) x=x&-~<_**&ffz<_~& vi<~4V]<~f(i)(r(i, j)<~) 
&Vk<~ 3! i<~ 3!j<-g(i)(k=t(i, j))~ 
x(k ) : :  ~ ~ x(t(i,j)). 
k<m i ' (~  j ' ( ] ( i )  
(16) X ~ -- "y  &y<- -  ".~" -~ x ' :y .  
(17) x+y::x-*x+ooy"x. 
(18) x+y"x+z- ,  y"w+u&z"w+o&x+~(u+o)"x  
(19) x+ ~ y(i)'" ~Z.Jy(i)--,x'" ~ u(i)& 
i<(n i ~.n i<n 
Vi< n(y(i) +u "i):: y(i)). 
(20) m4:O&mx < _ "my-~x<_'y. 
In our .~erivations we shall apply freely ( I )-(9) a)ld ( 11 )-(16) and 
also sb~ ~e consequences of these theorems without explicit reference. 
(21) .t4~o&mx:: ~ y(i)--*x'" ~ z(j)& 
i<n  j<p 
Vi<n(y(i)'" ~ r(i, j)z(/))& Vj<p( ~ r(i,j)=m). 
j<p i 
Proof. When m = o the theorem holds. We shall ~ ssume that the theo- 
rem holds for n,. and show that it holds for m + ~. 
Suppose (m + 1 ) x'" ~ y (i). Then 
/<n 
x+mx'" ~ y(i) so 
i<n  
mx:: ~ w'(i) and 
i "( n 
By the induction hypothesis x :: ~ ,  z' (j), 
/<p 
~p r'(i, j)z'(j)) Vi<n(w'(i) '" i , 
and 
x'" w( i ) ,  
i~n  
Vi< n(y(i)'" w(i)+w' (i)) 
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Vj < p ' (i<~ n r' (i, j )= m ). 
Therefore 
x'" w(i):: 
i<n  i<p 
SO 
and. 
Vk < n( w( k ) ::j~<p , u(j, k )) 
W<p'(z'(j) '" ~ u(j, k)). 
k<n 
For i, k <'. n let s ( i, k ) = 1 if i = k and s (i, k) = 0 if i 4: k. Then 
Vi<n(w(i):: ~ s(i,k)w(k):: ~ ~ sfJ, k)u(j,k)). 
k<n j<p' .tc<n " 
Nowx: :  ~,z'( j ) : :  ~ ,  k~_~nu(j,ktand /<p /<p ' 
V!<n(y(i)"w(i l+w'( i) '"  ,:J, ~ s(i,k)u(],k)+ 
j<p  k <n 
' ~<p ~<n (s(i,k)+r'(i,j))u(j,k)). + ~,r ' ( i , j ) z  ( / ) : : j  
j<p  " ' k 
For/, k < n and j< p' let t(i,/, k )=s(i, k) + r' (i,j). Then 
and 
j<p' k<n 
V]<p',k<n( ~ t(i, Lk) = l+m) .  
i <'. n 
Now letp = np' and define" z(k+jn) = u(j, k) fo r /<  p', k< n; 
r(i, k+jn)= t(i,], k) for/, k< n,j<p'. 
Thenx'"  ~ ~ u( j , k ) ' "  ~ z(j), 
i<p '  k <n i<p  
Vi<n(y(i)'" ~<p ~ t(~.,j,k)u(j,k)'" ~ r(i,j)z(j)), 
j ' k <n j<p 
andV j<p(  ~<nr(i,j)=m+l),since ~ t(i, j ,k)=m+l for 
i i<n  
j<p', k<n. Q.E.D. (21) 
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(22) mx"y+z-~x: :u+o&y"w+mu&mv"w+z&o<_ '~z .  
Proof. Apply (21 ). 
(23) x+ ~ r ( i )y( i ) : :x+ ~, r ' ( / ) .v ' ( i )~  
i<n  /<n " 
Vi<n(y( i ) : :u( i )+o( i )  &x+o( i ) : :x )  
& V]<n' (y ' ( ] ) "u ' ( ] )  + v'(]) &x + o ' ( ] )"x)  
\ 
&i r( i )u( i) : : i  ' 
Proof. Sur~posex+ ~ r ( i )y ( i ) "x+ ~<n ' 
" i<n  r ' ( j )y ' ( j )  
Then by (18) 
r( i )y( i ) : :a" +b" 
i<n  
Q.E.D. 
and 
" <~n' r' (j ) y' (j ) "" a" + b -'r, 
! 
x+~(b"  +-b-~)::x. 
Therefore 
a" "" 
and 
Also 
and 
~-(i), b"'" ~ b(i) ,  
i<n  i<n 
Vi < n (r( i )y (i):: ff (i) + b- (i)). 
a"'" 2] h~(j),b":: ~ F(j), 
/<n' j<n' 
Vj< n' (r' (]) y' (j ):: ~ (j) + b'(j). 
Applying (22) we have that: 
V i<n(y( i ) "e ( i ,  o) +if( i )  &a( i ) : : r ( i )e( i ,  o) +-c (i) 
& ~-(i)<_ • ~ ~( i )<_  • ~(b"  +b- ' )  & 
& b-(,:)+c (i)'" r(i)-d(i) <_ "~(b" +~-n)). 
(22) 
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Therefore 
G 
iKn  
so we have 
i<n  
and 
r(i)e(i, o)'" ~,a ' ( ] ,  o), ~<n e(i)'" ~ U(j)< "~(b" +~r,), 
j<n  i j<n '  
Vi< n' (S'(/):: a'(/, o) ~?(j)). 
Therefore 
Vi < n' (r' ( i )y ' ( i )  :: d'(/) + b-'(i):: a'(L o) + (b-'(/) + 6'(i)), 
so, applying (22), we get 
V/< n'(y'(j):: e'(L o) +~(] )  &a'(L o)::r'(])e'(L o)+c'(L o) 
& d-'(j)< : ~ (~( / )  +b-"(/))<_ : oo(b" +b -w) 
&?(i)+b'(/)+c'( j ,  o) : , r ' ( / )~(/)  < _ : o.(b" + b-~)). 
Now let us assume that for some k < 0% we have for all j < n'. 
(i) c'(/,k)<_ :oo(b"~-b-"), 
(ii) r ' ( / )e'(] ,k)+c'(Lk): :a'( ,  ~ k), 
(iii) ~ r(i)e(i, k )" . '~,a ' ( ] ,  k). 
i<n  I" .n 
We have shown that this is the case for k = 0, and we shall now show 
that these conditions must also be satisfied for k + 1. It follows from 
our assumption that 
• 
~<. ' ' "" ~ r(i)e(i, k), • ,r ' ( j )e (Lk)+ ,c (Lk) ~<. 
! 
SO 
and 
~,  " ~ a(i,k), • ,r'(])e'(.i, k) i<n 
1 
• < n  C'(], k):: ~ b(i, k )<- '~(b  ''+-{'), ] ' i<~n 
Vi < n(r(i)e(i, k )::a(i, k )+ b(i, k )). 
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Therefore, using (22) again, we have 
Vi< n(e(i, k)::e(i, k+ l )+d(i, k) & 
a(i, k )::r(i)e(i, k+ I )+c(i, k) & 
d(i, k)<_:**b(i, k) <_ : .o(b"+~-~) & 
b(i, k)+c(i, k):: r(i)d(i, k)<__ : oo(b" ~- b-~)). 
Therefore 
so (ii i) 
and 
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r ( i )e( i ,k+l)+ ~ c(i,k)'" ~ a(i,k):: ~ r ' ( / )e ' ( j ,k)  
i<n i'<n i<n j<n'  
r( i )e( i ,k+l): : /~ n a'(j,k+l), 
i<~ n 
c(i, k)'" ~ b'(j, k) <- "~(b"+~-r), 
i<n ] <n' 
V]< nt(r'(.i)e'(L k)::a'(], k+ 1)+b'(/, k )). 
Applying (22) now for the last time, we have for all ] < n' 
1 
e'(/, k):: e'(L k+ 1 )+d'(L k), 
(ii) af ( j ,k+l ) : : r ' ( j )e ' (Lk+l )+ 
+c'(/, k+ 1 ),d'(g k)< :oob'(/, k)< .o.(b" +~-'~), 
and 
so (i) 
b'(j, k )+c' (]; k+ 1)" r' (j)d' (j, k )<_ " ~(b"  +~rr) 
c'(/, k+ 1 )<_" . . (b" +b-~). 
Therefore, by induction, we have 
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"therefore, we may apply (10) to obtain 
Since 
z(o)'"z+ 
Vi<n, k<~(e( i ,  k)"d(i ,  k)+e(i, k+ 1)) 
and 
W< n',k < ~ (e'(/, k):: d'(], k )+e'(/, k+ 1 )) 
we also get from (10), that 
Vi< n(e(i, o)'"-e(i)+ 
and 
Now 
and 
d(i, k)) 
k<~ 
v'j< n'(e'(/, o) : :e ' ( / )+  ~"~- d'(j, k)). 
~] w(k):: ~] w(2k)+ ~ w(2k+l )  
k <oo k <oo k <o,, 
• " ~ ~ (b(i,k)+c(i,k)) '" ~<n(r(i) k <oo i'<n i k <oo 
d(i, k)) 
w(k+l ) ' "  ~w(2k+l )+ ~] w(2k+2) 
k <oo k <oo k < oo 
~ (b'(/'t:)+c'(j'k+l))::l~<n (r'(]) 
k <~ ]<n '  " ' k < °* 
Therefore 
z+ ~ w(k)"z(3) : :  ~r ( i )e ( i ,o )  
k <~ i<~n 
r( i )e( i)+ v-~ (r(i) ~ d(i,k)):: ~ r( i )e( i )+ 
+ w(k)  
d'(], k)). 
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and 
SO 
-z+ ~ w(k+l)::z(1):: ~,r ' ( j )e '(] .o)  
k< °° /<n 
• " ~ r'(])-~'(/)+ ~ (r'(]) ~ d'(Lk)):: ~ , r ' ( i )7 ( / )+  
j<n '  j<n '  k <~ j<n 
w(k+l )  
w(k)+ ~ r(i)-e(i)'" ~ w(k)+ ~ r'(j)e'(]). 
k<~ °° i<n  k< °° /<~n' 
Therefore by (18), we have: 
and 
But 
r(i)-e(i)"-x +x', ~,r'(/)-e'(i)"-x +x" 
i <( n j <( n 
w(k)+~(x'+x"~.:'" ~ w(k). 
w(k)<_" ~ r(i)e(i,o)<_" ~ a( i ) : :a" ,  
k< °° i<n  i<~n 
a"<_ • ~ r(i)y(i) 
i<n  
and 
a"  -< • 
Therefore 
and 
r'(j)y'(j). 
i<n' 
r(i)y(i)+x' +x .... ~ r(i)y(i) 
i <~ n i <~ n 
.~<n,r'(j)y'(j)+x' +x"'" .~<n,r'(j)y'(j ). 
! i 
Applying (19), we get; 
x' +x" "" ~ ~(i)'" ~3 ~-'(j), 
i<n  ]<n '  
Vi <. n(r(i)y (i) + u (i) :: r ( i )  y (i)), 
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and 
V/< n'(r '  (]) y' (])  + i¢-'(]) •" r'(/) y"(])). 
Now fo r /<  n and/< n', let; 
. 
u( i )  = e ( i )+~ u( i ) ,  u '  ( j )  = b-'(/) + ~ u 0 ) ,  
o(i) =d(i)+ ~ d(i,k), 
and 
Clearly 
and. 
S)  
and 
o ' ( j )=d ' ( j )+  ~ d' ( j ,k)  
k<= 
Vi< n(v(i)<_ "=(b" +b-')) 
Vj< n'(v'( j )  < _ "=(b"  +~rr)), 
Vi<n(x+v(i): :x) 
V/< n'(x +v'( j) '" x). 
Noting that fo r i<  n and j<  n', i f r ( i )  = 0 then u( i )  = 0, and if 
r'(j) = 0 then u ' ( / )  = 0, we may apply (17) and (20) to obtain 
Vi< n(y(i):: y( i )+~u(i) '"  e(i, o) +d-(i) +~u( i )  
"'e(i)+ ~ d(i,k)+d(i)+=ff"i)::u(i)+o(i)), 
k<~ 
and similarly 
V j< n' (y' (j)'" u' (j)+o'(j)). 
Finally, we have 
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r(i)u(i)'" ~ r(i)e-(i)+ ~ oou(i) 
i<n i~n i ' (n  
"" ~ r ( i )e ( i )+~, (x '+x" ) : :x+~(x '+x" )  
i<n  
": ~ ' r ' ( J )~( J )+°° (x '+x" )  ~<t r'( j)u'(/). 
i<n / ~' 
Q.E.D. (23) 
(24) oox"v+z- ,x" t t+o&y"y '+~(y"+z '+u)  
&z"z '+oo(z"+y'+v) .  
Proof. Suppose oox::y +z. Then y ~z+y: :y+' "  and y+z  +z"y+z ,  so 
by ( 19);.v " 'y '  +y ", j, +v"  "" y, z +y '  :: z, z .: z' +z" ,  y +z'  "" y, and 
z +z""z .  Therefore by (17)y"y '+ooy"  +ooz' and z"z '+ooz" +ooy'. 
Therefore x <_ . oox .. oo(y" + z')+oo(z" +.v'), sox "" u +v, 
u<_'oo(y '' +z') and v < _ • oo(z" +y') .  Thelefore y'" y '  + ~o(y" +z'  +u)  
and z : : z '+oo(z"  +y '+v) .  
Q.E.D. (24) 
(25) n4~O&~ox'" ~ y(i)--,x'" ~ s( j )z( j )  
i<n /<~m 
-{(i,/)z(/))& V/<m(  i<~n 7( i ' / )  = ~°)" & V i<tz (y ( i ) : : /<  m 
Proof. When n = 1, the theorem clearly holds. We assume, that the theo- 
rem holds for n and show that it then holds for n + 1. Suppose 
oox' ~ y( i ) : :  ~ , ,y ( i )+ .v (n) .Thenby(24)wehavex"x(o)+ 
i~n+ l i~  ,~ 
z(n), y (n) : :x( l )+oo(w+z(n)+z(n+l) ) ,and ~ y ( i ) "w+ 
i "~ n 
~(3¢-(o) +x(  1 ) +x(2) ) .  Therefore w'" i (n  ~ z(i), Vk< 3(~x(k ) ' "  i ~<n y(i, k)l, 
and Vi< n(y(i)'" z(i)+~-(i, o) +y-(i, 1 ) +y-(i, 2)). Applying the induc- 
tion hypothesis we have 
Vk< 3(x(k)'" ~' ~(j ,k)-~(Lk)& 
/<~m' (k) 
- "" ~ ,  F ( i , L  k )z ( j ,  k))  & Vi<n(y(i ,k) J <m (k) 
V/<m'(k ) (  ~ F(i,/, k) = oo)). 
i<n  
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Letm=n+2+m'(O)+m'(1)+m' (2)  and letz(n+2+j)=-~-(j,O) for 
- -  t j<m' (0) ,  z (n+2+m'(O)+j )=z( j ,  1) fo r j<m (1) ,and 
z(n + 2 +m' (0)+m'(  1 ) +j)  = z-(j, 2) for j<  m' (2). Le ts (n )  = 1, and 
fo r j<  m'(0)  le ts (n  + 2 +j)=s-'(j, 0). For any otherj  < m le ts ( j )  = 0. 
For j<n + 2 le tT (n , j )=  0% for j<  m' (  1 ) let t (n, n + 2 +m' (O)+j )  = 
s"(j, 1 ). For any other j<  m let t (n, j )=  0. 
For i<  n let: 
t (i, i )= 1; 
) - ( i , j )= 0 for /<n+2,  j¢i," 
- [ ( i ,n+2+j)=ff ( i , j ,O)  for 
-[(i,n+ 2+m'(O)+j'~=F(i, j ,  1) 
t ( i ,  n +2+m'(O)+n, ' (1 )+ j )=- f f ( i , j ,  2) 
j<m' (0) ;  
for j<m' (1)  
for 
It is easy to check that 
x:: ~ s ( j ) z ( j ) ,  V j<m(  
j<m 
and 
Vi<n+ l(y( i ) : :  
]<m 
(26) 
7 ( i , j )  = oo), 
i<~n+ l 
t ( i , j ) z ( i ) .  
Q.E.D. 
~ox'" ~ -p ( i )y ( i )~x ' "  ~ r ( / ) z ( / )&~x ' "  
i<n ]<m ]<m 
& V i<n(y( i )  ~ s (  j ) z ( j )&~y( i ) ' "  ~ - '  " "" o, s ( t , j )z( j ) )  
j~..m ]<m 
& Vj<m(F( j )=-r-( j )+oor ' ( j )& V i<n, j<  re(s--' 0,])" " = 
=s( i , j )+~( i , j ) )  
"~<n -p( i )s( i , j )  & Vi< n(-p(i) & V]<m(F( j )  =, = 
=~o-~ ~'( i , j )=O) 
v r-'(j) = ~o & 3 i< n(p (i) = :o &-'s 0,])" = oo)). 
j<  m' (2) .  
(25.~ 
-ff '(j ) z (j ) 
Proof. If n = O, the theorem clearly holds and we can assume without 
loss of generality that V i< n(p ( i) ¢ 0), so suppose n ~ O, 
Vi<n( -p ( i )¢  O) and oox'" ~ -p(i)y(i) .  
i<n 
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For /< n, let p-'(i) = oo i fp - ( i )  = oo and let p-'(i) = 1 i fp ( i )  q: o0. 
Then by (20) we have oox "" ~ -p-'(i)y(i) so by (25)x  "" ~ ,r( /)z(/) ,  
i<n j<m 
Vi< n(-p'(i)v(i):: ~ 7( i , j )z( j ) )  and W<m'(i~<nT(i, j)  =**). j<m' 
Let m = m'  +n.  Letz (m'+i )=y( i )  andT(m'+i )  = 0 for i < n. 
For ]  < m'  let r'(]) = o.. For  i < n let ~(m' +i)  = 0 i fp ( i ) : / :  0% and 
let 7 (m'  + i )  = oo i fp ( i )  = oo. For /< n, when p( i )  ~ oo let: s - ( i , ] )  = 
T(i,]) fo r /<  m',-s (i, m '  +k)  = 0 for k < n, and ~'(i,j) = .o-~(i,]) for 
j<  m. For /< n, whenp ( i)  = oo, let: s ( i , j )  = 0 i f j  #: m'+i, 
s ( i ,  m '+ i )  = 1, ~(i, j) = oo-{(i,j) fo r ]< m',s'(i, m'+i )  = oo and 
F( i ,  m '  +k)  = 0 for k < n when k ~ i. It is easy to check that 
x'" ~ r( j )z( j ) ,  ~x'" ~ ~'(j)z(j), Vi<n(y(i) '"  ~ -s(i,j)z(j)), 
j<m j<m j<m 
and Vi<n(ooy(i):: ~ -s'(i,j)z(j)). 
j<m 
It is al:'o clr ar that 
- -  - - ' t  • Vj< m(7( j )  = r (j) + ~or'(j)) & Vi< n,j< m(s (t,j) := 
=s( i , j )  + oog'(i,j)). 
I f /<  m and r ' ( j )  = O, then for some k < n, j=  m'+k andp (k)#= =, 
so V i<n(s ' ( i , j )=s( i , j )  = 0). I f k  < n andr ' (m'+k)  = =,  then 
p(k)  = =,  so~-'(k, m' +k)  = =. 
? - - re '  • • l f /<m andVi<n(p( i )=~o- ,s t t ,  l )=O) , thenoo  ~ ¥( i , / )=  
i<n  
= i )  = i )  
Therefore 
Vj<m(r ' ( j )=.  p ( i ) s ( i , j )&V i<n(p( i )==~s ' ( i , j )=O)  
i 
vr ' ( j )  = oo & 3 i< n(o( i )  = oo &s ' ( i , j )  = oo)). 
Q.E.D. (26) 
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(27) qx'" ~" "f i ( i )y( i~x'"  ~ r ( j )z ( / )& 
i<n  " j<m 
Vi<n(y(i):: ~ s(i,j)z(])&~oy(i)'" ~ s'(i,])z(])) 
/< ,n  i<m 
- -  - - I  • & V i< n, ]<  m (s'(i,/ ') = s ( i , ] )  + oos (t,j)) & 
V]< m(qr (]) = "~<n p (i)s (i,]) & Vi< n(p (i) = 
! 
= -+ s ' ( i , / )  = 0 )  
vT( ] )  = ~- & :li<n(p ( i )=  ~ &s'( i ,  ]) = oo)). 
and 
Proof. If n -- 0 the theorem clearly holds, so suppose n 4: 0. When q = 0 
the theorem holds. Suppose that the theorem holds for all q < q'  where 
q' 4= 0. We shall show that the theorem then holds for q'.  Without loss 
of generality we can assume that Vi < n (p- ( i )  4= 0). Now V i < n (~b ( i )  = 
= q'p'(i) + q"(i) & q"( i )<  q'  & (p ( i )  = o. ~ q"(i) = 0)). Suppose 
q'x'" ~ p( i )y ( i ) "q '  ~<nP'(i)y(i)+ ~ q"(i)y(i).Applying(20) 
- i<~n i i~n  
w ~. have x "" i<n  ~ p'(i)y(i) + W. Therefore q' i~<n ~( i )y( i )+ 
q'w::q' ~ ff'(i)y(i) + ~ q"(i)y(i). Usiri,,, (23), we obtain 
i <n  i<n 
w = w' +w", Vi<n(y(i): :y'( i)+y"(i)),  q'w"" ,~q"( i )y ' ( i ) ,  
! 
i<n ~ p'(i)y(i)+ W" + k~< ny"(k)'" i~<n ~(i)y(i)).  Therefore by (21), 
we have 
o(k), Vi<n(q"(i)y'( i) '" ~ t( i ,k)v(k),  
k<~m ' k<m'  
Vk< m'( .~  t(i, k) = q'). 
! 
Since q"(O)y'(O)'" ~ t(O,k)o(k) and. q" (0 )< q',  it follows from 
k <rn ~ 
the induction hypothesis, that 
y'(0):: m(O,O,j)v(O,]), 
j <~ p(O) 
Vk<m'(-~(k)'" ~ t(O,j,k)o(O,j)), 
/<p(o) 
and 
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' f i<  p (O) (q"  (O)m-(0,  O, j )  = 
l here fore  
W''" ~m o-(k)'" C k ' j<p(O)  
and 
-~ ,t(O, k)-/(O,/, k)). 
k <~m 
-[(0,/. k )o(O,j) 
k<m'  
" ' "" ~ ~ t(i, k)7(O,/, k)v(O,/)). Vi<n(q (i)y (i) j<p(0)k<m'  
Now let us assume that for some k' < n, we have: 
w" ~ ~ 7(k'.j, k)o( / : ' , i ) ,  
/<p(k' )  k<m'  
Vi<k'+lO, ' ( i ) : :  ~ ~(i .k ' , j )o(k' , i ) ) ,  
] < p(k ') 
V]<p(k'),i<k' + l(q"(i),-~(i,k',])= ~ ,t(i,k)-[(k'.],k)), 
and 
Vi<. (q" ( i )y ' ( i ) : :  ~ ~ t(i,k)7(k' i,k)o(k',i)). / t ) 
]<p(k')  k - .m 
We have shown that  this is the case for k '  = O, and we shall now sho~ 
that  if k '  + ! < n, then  these cond i t ions  must  also be satisf ied for  k '  + 1. 
So suppose  that  k '  + 1 < n. Then  
q"(k'+l)y'(k'÷l)'" ~ ~ t(k'+l,k)-~ (k',j,k)o(k',]). 
j<p(k') k<m' 
I f  q"  (k"  + 1 ) = O, then it is easily seen that the above conditions are 
satisfied for k' + 1, so suppose q"(k' + 1) ~ O, Now sirce q" (k '+  l )< q', 
it follows from our original induction hypothesis, that" 
y ' (k '+  1)'" ~ m( l#+l ,k '+ l , i ' )u (k '+ l , ] ' ) ,  
i' < p(k '+ 1 ) 
Vf<p(k')(o(k',/):: i ,  ~ -~(j,i')v(k' + l,] ') 
< p(k'+ I ) 
&o,,v(k',j)'" ~J -~'(/,j')o(k' + l,j')), 
1' < p (k '+ I ) 
V]<p(k'),/'<p(k'+l)(t"(/,/')=t ~(!.!"" ) +'~- 't  . . . .  (/, I )), 
and 
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Vj '<p(k '+ 1) (m(k '+ 1,k' + l , j ' )  = 
&=l j<p(k ' ) (  ~-~ t (k '+ l ,k ) t (k ' , j , k )  =oo 
k<m' 
&P' ( j , j ' )  = ~)v  q"(k '+ 1)m(k '+ 1 ,k '+  1 , / ' )  = 
= ~, t (k '+ l ,k )  ~- J ,7 (k ' , j , k ) t - ' ( / , i ' )&  
k<m j<p(k ) 
~<m t(k'  + 1,k)-[(k' , j ,  k) = ~ -~-["(] , j ' )= 0)). & VJ<P(k ' ) I .  k , 
- -  . t  For j '<p(k '+ 1) and k< m', let t (k'+ 1,1, k) = 
= ~ ,-{(k' , j ,k)7'( j , j ' )  if V]<p(k')(7(k' , j ,k)=~->-{"( j , j ' )=O), 
j<p(k ) 
and if = l j<p(k ' ) (7 (k ' , ] ,  k) = ~ & ~'( j , j ' )  = oo) let t - (k '+  1,]', k) =~.  
- -  , t  
For j '<p(k '  + 1) and i<  k '+ 1, let re ( i ,  k '+  1,1 ) = 
= ~ m(i ,k ' , j )~(] , ] ' )  if V/<p(k ' ) (m( i ,k ' , i )  =~-~ 
j<ptk') 
--, -{"(j,j')= 0), and if 3j<p(k')(ffz(i ,  k', j) = oo & 7" ( j , ] ' )  = oo) let 
m (i, k' + l , j ' )  = ~. Clearly 
w"" ~ ~ - i -(k'+l, j ' ,k) o(k'+l ,] ' ) ,  
j'<p(k'+l) k<m'  
y ' (k '+  1) ' " ,  ~ ,  m(k '+ l ,k '+ l , ] ' )o (k '+ l , ] ' ) ,  
j <p(k + 1) 
and 
Vi<k '+ l (y ' ( i ) ' "  ~ m( i .k '+ l , j ' )o (k '+ l , j ' ) ) .  
j' •p(k '+ 1) 
SupFosej' <p(k' + 1) and i< k '+ 1. If Vk< m'(t(i, k) 4:0 
- ' ' - ' J' q "  = -, t (k  +1,i  k) = ~.  t (k , l , k )~( j ,  ) )and i f  (i) Oor 
' "<p(k') 
], - -  • t . r  _ _  - -  - t • - -7  • m(t k +1,/  ) -  ~ ,  m(z ,k , ] ) t  (I, ) , then 
j<p(k ) 
q"( i)h-z( i ,k '+l, j ' )  = ~ q" ( i )m( i ,k ' , j )~( ] , i ' )  
j<p(k') 
= ~ ~ t(i, k)7(k ' , ] ,  k) -~( j , j ' )  = 
j<~p(k') k<~m ' 
= ~ t ( i , k )7 (k '+ l , j ' ,  k). 
k<m' 
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I f k<m' ,  t(i.k):/=O, andT(k '+ l , j ' , k ) : /= ~,7(k ' , j , k )  ~ • " • /<p(k  ) t (1, ] )), 
th ,~nforsomej<p(k '  - ' .  ) , t  (k  ,i, k )= ~ and £ ' ( ] , / ' )=  ~,  so 
q" ( i )  m (i, k', ] )  = =, SO m (i, k', ] )  = 0% so m (i, k' + 1,]'  ) = ~ and 
t(i, k)t--(k' + l,j', k)= =, so q"(i)f ft( i ,  k' + 1,] ' )  = 
~ t ( i , k ) - i (k '+ l , j ' , k ) .  I fq" ( i )=/=Oandm( i ,k '+ l  ]')4= 
k<m'  
#= ~ f f~( i ,k , l )  -~ • "' , . i<p(k') ' " t (1 ,1 ) , thenforsome]<p(k ' ) ,m( i ,k , / )=~¢ 
and ~' ( ] ,  j ' )  = =, so for some k< m' ,  t( i ,  k )  4= 0 and-t- (k ' , ] ,  k )  = =,  
soq" ( i )~( i , k '  + l , ] ' )=~= ~ t ( i ,k ) - [ (k '  + l , ] ' ,k) .  Therefore 
k <rn' 
Vj '<p(k '+ 1), i<  k '+  l (q" ( i )m( i ,  k'+ 1,] ' )  = 
= ~. t ( i , k )7 (k '+ l , ] ' , k ) ) .  
k<m 
Suppose] '<p(k '+ l ) . I fV /<p(k ' ) (  ~<m t (k '+ l  k)7(k ' , j , k )=oo 
k t 
}-" ( / , / ' )  = 0), then Vk< m'( t (k '+  1, k) ¢ 0 - *7 (k '  + 1,/', k )  = 
= 7(k , l , k )  " " i<p(k'; ' " t(1, j ' ) soq  (k '+! )m(k '+ l ,k '+ l , j ' )=  
= ~ t (k '+ l ,k ) - [ (k '+ l , ] ' , k ) .  
k<m' 
~<m,t (k '+ l ,k )7 (k ' , ] , k )  & ~' . . . .  l f3 ]<P(k ' ) (  k =~  tl,! )=°° ) , thenfor  
some k< m'  we have t (k '+ 1,k)=/= 0 and =l/<p(k')(-t-(k', j , k) = ~o 
& t"  (], j '  ) = = ), so t  (k '  + 1 ,]', k)  = ~o, so since q"  (k '  + 1 ) ¢ 0 it follows 
that, 
q"(k '  + 1)m(k '  + l , k '+  1,]')=~o = 
= ~-~ , t (k '+ l ,k ) t (k '+ l , ] ' , k ) .  
k<m 
Therefore we have V]' < p (k '  + l ) (q" (k '+ l )m(k '+~,k '+ l , ] ' )=  
= ~" , t (k '+ l ,k )7 (k '+ l , ] ' , k ) ) .  
k<m 
It is also easily seen that V i< n(q" ( i )y ' ( i ) ' "  
"" ~ ~ t ( i , k ) - i - (k '+ l , ]  k )v (k '+ l , ] ' ) ) .  
] '  <p(k  '+ ~ ) k <m ' 
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Therefore, by induction, we have 
Vk'<n(w"" ~ ~ 7(k',j,k)v(k',j)& 
j<p(k') k <~m' 
&Vi<k '+ l (y ' ( i ) ' "  ~ ,  ~( i ,k ' , ] )o(k ' , ] )& 
i<p(k ) 
&V]<p(k ' ) , i<k '+ l (q" , ' i )~( i , k ' , ] )  = ~ t(i, k f i (k ' , j , k ) )&  
k<m' 
i)::i<p~k ~ , t ( i , k ) t (k '  ],k)v(k'.j)). & Vi< n(q" ( i )y ' (  ,) k<~m , 
Let n' ~" 1 =n and .let m =p(n')+n +nn. For j<  p(n ' )  letz(/)=v(n', j).  
Since i f  p't i )y( i )÷w"'"  ~ -p'(i)y(i)and 
i'(n i<~n 
Vk <n(i~<n .ff'(i)y(i) +y"(k ) : :  i<n ~ -p'(i)y(i)) it follows by (19), 
that w" "" ~ z(p(n')+i), 
i<n 
Vi < n(p'(i)y(i) + z(p(n')+ i):: -p'(i)y(i)), 
Vk<n(y"(k) : :  ~ z(p(n')+n+i+kn)), and 
i<n 
Vi, k< n(fi~(i)y(i)+z(p(n')+n+i+ kn):: p'(i)y(i)). 
Forj  < p(n' ) let 
~<,n - ' + ~ p'(i)m(i,n', j).  = t (n , j , k )  i<,, 7( / )  k "  
For j < n + nn let 
7(p(n ' )+ j )  = ~. 
For i < n let: 
• • - -  I . s ( t , ! )=oom( i ,n ' , j )  for j<p(n ), 
-2(i, p(n ')~ i)= oo; 
~(i,p(t, ')+j)=O for ]<n,j--/:i; 
~(i ,p(n')+j+kn)=oo for j ,k<n,  whenj=iork=i;  
- "1  • s( l ,p(n ' )+j+kn)=O for j ,k<n, when j~ iandk~i .  
For i < n let: 
-~(i,j)=fft(i,n',j) for j<p(n') ;  
s ( i ,p(~')+i)  =~ when p-'(i):~ ~; 
s( i ,p(n')+j)=Oand for ]<n, whenp'( i)=~ and when 
-s(i ,p(n')+n+j+in) = 1 -ff'(i)4: ~ andj=/= i;
7(i ,p(n')+n+i+kn)=,~, for k<n, whenp- ' ( i )~;  
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-s-(i,p(n')+n+/+kn)=O for/ ,k<n, whenk~iand-p'( i )=** 
and when/ ,  k ~: i and -p'(i) 4: ~0. 
Using (17) and (20): it is easily seen that 
x'" ~-J -r(/)z(/), V i<n, j<m(~( i , / )=s( i , / )+~s' ( i , j ) ) ,  and 
]<m 
Vi<n(y(i)'" ~ -s(i,/)z(])&ooy(i)'" ~ -~(i,])z(])). 
j<m j<m 
If / < p ( n ' ), then 
q'7(j)=q'k<m, ~ t(n', j ,k)+q'i~<n ~'( i)m(i 'n' ' j )= 
= ~ ~ t ( i , k ) t (n ' , j , k )+q '  ~ -fi'(i)m(i,n',j)= 
i<~n k<m ' i<~n 
= i<n ~ (q"(i)+q'p'[ i))fft( i ,n',])= i~<n -fi(i)~(i'])' 
so i f  3 i<n(p( i )  --' " " - = 00 &s  ( t , l )  = ~)  thenr ( / )  = o0. 
I f /=  p (n ' )  + k where k < ~l and i f  Vi < n (p  ( i )  = ~- ,  s'( i ,  ] ) = 0), then 
p ( i)s( i , ])=~ (k )s( k, p(n')+ k ) = ~0, so q'r( j )  =~= 
i<~n 
= ~ -p( i ) -s( i , ] ) .  
i<~n 
I f /=p(n ' )+n+/ '+kn where / ' , k<n and if  
Wi< n( -p ( i )=  ~ ~ ~'(i, j):-- 0), then 
p( i )s  ( i , /)=p (j ')-s(/',p(n')+n+]' +kn)=~ 
i<n 
SO 
¢ '7( / )  = = 
Finally, i f /<  n + nn, (,hen r (p (n ' )  + j )  = ~,  so we have 
V/<m(q'-~(/)= ~ -p(i)s(i,/)& 
i<n 
- - -  - - . ?  , 
& V i< n(p (i)= ~ ~ s (t,])= O) 
v~-(j) = = & 3 i< n('ff(i)= ~ &F(i,])= ~)). 
Q.E.D. (27) 
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(28) -q ( i )x ( i ) ' "  ~ - i ( j )y ( j ) - *  
i<n j<m 
Vi<n(x( i ) ' "  ~ s - ( i , k ) . . : (k )&o°x( i ) ' "  
k<p 
& V/< m(y( j ) ' "  ~] ¥(L k)z (k )  & 
k<p 
&ooy(j) : :  ~] 7 ' ( j , k )z (k )&V i<n,k<p 
k<p 
" - = s (t, k))  & (s ( t ,k )=s( i , k )  + ~ " 
& Vj< m, k<p(~( j ,  k) =7(j, k)+ooY'(j, k)) & 
&Vk<p(~<nq( i ) s ( i , k )= ~ r ( j ) - i ( j , k )&  
i j'~m 
- -  " - ' t  • 
& V i<n(q( i )  = ~  s (~,k) =O)& 
-~'~i, k )z(k ) & 
k<p 
& v j< re(F( / )= ~ ~ 7'(j, k )= O)v ~<~ ~ (i)-~ (.-". k )= ,, & 
& 3 /< m(7( j )  = oo &-F(i, k) = oo)v ~ r ( j )7 ( j ,  k) = oo & 
j<m 
& 3 i<n(q  ( i )=  o~ &~(. ,  k )= • )v  3 i<n( -q ( i )  = oo & 
& -s~(i, k) = oo ) & 3j < m(r  ( j )  = oo & t'( j ,  k) = oo )). 
Proof .  When n = 0 the theorem clearly holds, so we assume that the 
theorem holds for n and show that it then holds for n + 1. Suppose that 
- - ~ ~( j )y ( ] ) .  Then q (n)4= O, and i<n ~ q( i )x ( i )+q (n)x(n):: j< m 
~J q( i )x( i ) '"  ~ w(j) ,qCn)x(n)'"  ~ w'( j )and  
i<n j<m " i<m 
Vj < m (r ( j )  y ( j) '" w ( j)  + w' (j)). Applying (21 ), and (24), we have 
fn(j,j ') y' (j, j ') & Vj<m(y(.;~::: ~ r ( j , j ' ) y ' ( j , j ' )&w( j ) : : j ,<m,( i3  j '<m '(13 
w'(j)'" 2] m'(j, j ')y'( j , j ' )  
i ' <n; ' 0"~ 
where Vj < m, j '  < m'  ( j )  (m (J, J' ) + n"  (i, J' ) = -r ( J ))  
:rid Vj<m, j '<m'( j ) ( r ( j )4=oo- , r ( j , j ' )= 1). 
Therefore ~]  q( i )x( i ) ' "  ~ , ~ ,  ffz(j, j ')y'(j , j ') 
i<n j<m j <m O') 
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so applying the induction hypothesis, we 
Vi< n(x ( i )  :: k,<~, q'(i, k' )z' (k' 
& ~ x(i)::k,~<p, q"( i ,  k ' ) z '  ( k ' )) ,  
V j<m, l '  <m' ( j ) (y ' ( j , j ' ) : :  
k'<p' 
,~<p - "  " " k ' z ' &~Y'( i ' J ' ) : :k  ,r (I,1, ) ( 
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have: 
)& 
P(I . J ' ,  k ' ) z ' (k ' )  
k')), 
Vi < n, k'  < p ' (q" ( i ,  k '  ) = q'(i ,  k'  ) + ~ q"( i ,  k'  )) 
V/< m,/ '  < m' ( / ) ,  k '  <p ' ( - ? ' ( / , / ' , k ' )  = 
"' ' *oF"" "' k' -P(/,z, k ) + tz, z., )), 
and (i) 
~-  = ~ ~ ~( / , / ' ) - ? ( j . j ' , k ' )  Vk'<p'(.,  q(i)q--'(Lk') /<m/ '<m'( / )  
& v i< n(~- ( i )=  ~ -, ~-"(i, k ' )=  o) & 
& "Cj < m,j' < m' O)( ff~(], / ' )= ~ -+ 7"(L I', k ' )= O) 
v ~q( i )q ' ( i ,  k ' )  = ** & 3 i<m,  l '<m' ( l ) (m(L] ' )  = ~ & 
i<~n 
&;" (1 , i ' ,  k')=~)v ~ ~ m(j, " - ' "  ' ] ~r t ] , l , k ' ) -~& 
i,<m j'<m '(j) 
& : t i<n(q  (i)  = = & q"( i ,  k') = =) v 3 i<n(q( i )  = ~ & 
& ~'(i,  k ' )= ~,)& 3 j<m, j '<m'O) (m( j , j ' )=  = & 
&7 ' (L I ' ,  k')= ~0)). 
For k' <p',  i fV l<m, j '<m' ( j ) (~t ' (L j ' )== ~ 7 ' ( j , j ' ,  k')= O)let 
K(k')= ~ ~ m'(L j '  )-? (L j', k '  ), and if 
j<m j'<m '(j) 
3 j< m, j '  < m ' ( j ) (~ ' ( j , j ' )  = *~ & --"'" " r tl, l , k ' )=~) le t~(k ' )=** .  
,~<pn(k ' ) z ' (k ' )  by (26) and (27) we have: Then-q(n)x (n) ' "  k , SO, 
x(n):: ~ -s(n, k )z (k ) ,  =x(n): :  ~ ~(n,  k )z (k ) ,  
k<~p k<p 
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Vk' < p'(z'(k')::k~<p p (k'. U )z(k  ) & 
k< p 
Vk<p(-~(n,k)=s(n.! ,c)  +,,o~(n.k)), Vk<p.k '<p ' ( l - ) ' (k ' . k )  = 
=p-(k' ,  k )+ ~b-'(k' ,  k)) and (ii) Vi :<p(q(n)s (n .  k ) :  
n (k ' ) -~(k ' ,k )&(~(n)=~ -, ~(n. k) = O) & 
k~<p, " 
Vk '< p ' (n  (k ' )  = ~ -~-p'(k', k) = O) 
v q (n)s tn ,  k) = ~ & 3k '<p ' (n (k ' )  = ,~ & fi-'(k', k ) : :  ~)  
v ,n (k ' )p - (k ' , k )=~&q(n)=oo&s  (n ,k )  =~ 
k 
v q-(n) =,,o & ~(n, k )= oo & 3k '<p ' (n (k ' )=  ~ &p-'~,~k'.. ) = oo)). 
For i<  n and k<p,  i fVk '<p ' (q ' ( i ,  k')  = ~ -~ if(l:', k) = O) 
let~-(~, k) = ~ q-'(i, k ' )p- (k ' ,  k), and ff 3k '< p'(q-'(i, k ' )=  oo & 
k '<p'  
& p-'( k ', k ) = ~ ) let s (i, k ) = ~. For i < it and k < p let 
~'(i,k)= ~ q"( i .k ' )p ' (k ' ,k ) .  
k '<~p' 
For j<mandk<p,  i fVk '<p ' (  ~ r(j,j ')tz-'(i, j '.k') =oo--> 
j '<m'tj) 
- - , - f f ' (k ' ,k)=O), letT(/ ,k)= ,~,  ~ ,  r ( / , j ' )7 ( j . j ' , k ' ) f f (k ' . k ) ,  
j <m (j) k <p' 
and i f= lk '<p ' (  ~ r( j , ] ' ) r - ' ( j , j ' ,k ' )=cc&fi"(k ' ,k)  =~)  
/'<m '(i) 
let t (j, k) = ~. For /< m and k < p let 
?(i,k)= ,?'(i,i',k')F(k',k). '< '¢ j m ,]) k'<~p 
It is easy to check that: 
q i<n+l (x ( i ) ' "  3,~ s ( i , k )z (k )&~x( i ) ' "  ~ -s'( i ,k)z(k)), 
k<~p k~p 
Vi<,n(y( i ) ' "  ~ t ( / ,  k)z(k)&,,%~,(])'" ~ t'(/, k )z (k) ) ,  
k'.(p k<p 
V/< m, k<p(F(] ,  k) =7(],  k) +~t ' ( ] ,  k) and 
- -  - -  7 • Vi< n+ 1,k <p(s'( i ,  k) = s (i, k) +~s (t, k)). 
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Now suppose that k < p, ~ q( i ) - s ( i , k )¢o~,and  
i (n+ 1 
- -9  • Vi< n + 1 (q ( i )  = oo ~ s (z, k} = 0). We shall show it then follows that 
q( i ) s ( i , k )= ~ r ( j ) ) - ( j , k )andV]<m(r ( j )  =°°-" 
i (n+ 1 j<~m 
-* t'(], k) = 0). It follows from our  assumption that 
Vi<n(q( i ) : /= O~( i ,k )  = ~ q ' ( i , k ' ) -p (k ' .k ) )and  
k '<p' 
Vk' < p ' (p" (k ' ,  k)  = ~¢ ~ V i< n(/]  ( i )  = o. -~ q-"(i, k ' )  = O) 
& ~ q ( i)  q'(i, k'  ) ¢ ~ ). Therefore, by (i), 
i<n 
Vk'<p' ( f i~(k  ', k) = ~ ~ W< m,] '< rn'(])(m(i , ] ' )  = ¢¢ --" 
• "' " - '  ' = , ~ ,  m( j , j ' ) r ' ( / , / ' , k ' ) ) .  ~F' ( l , l , k ' )=O)&i<n ~ q-~t)q( . ,k  ) /<~mj<m(/ )  
Also, since q-(n )s  (n, k )¢  oo and (q  (n)  = ~ ~ s-'(n, k)  = 0), we have 
by ( i i )q - (n )~(n ,  k)  = ~ f f (k '  )p-(k',  k)  and 
k'(p' 
Vk '<p ' ( f f (k ' )  = ~ ~ p-'(k', k)  = 0). 
Now i f ]<  m and)-'(], k) = ~, then for some ]' < m' (] ), k '<p ' ,  we 
have ~""  " k'  k', = r U , / ,  ) =~andp- ' (  k)  ~ ,som( j , ] ' )¢ccandn(k ' )¢~,  
so m'  (], ]' ) :/: ~,  so r- (]) ¢ ~. Therefore V] < m (-r (]) = ~ -+t' (], k)  = 0 ). 
l f j<m, -~( j )¢~,and) - ( ] ,k )¢  ,~ ,  ~ ,  ,7 ' ( ] , ] ' ,k ' ) -p(k ' ,k) ,  
J <"'. (J) k <p 
then for some/ '  < JrF (j), k' < p' ,  we have r ' ( / , / ' ,  k' ) = o~ and 
fi-'(k', k) = oo, so n (k ' )  =/: oo, so m'( j , ] ' )  = O, so m( / , ] ' )  =?  (/), so 
~-[(j)<_i~<n.._ -q(i)q'(i, k'),  sor  (1) = O. 
Therefore 
Vj<rn( r ( ] )¢O t ( j , k )  ,~ ,  ~k< --' " "' --  -->-- = , r ( l , ! ,  k ' ) -p (k ,  k ) ) .  , j <m (j) p 
Finally 
~(n) -s (n ,k )= ~ ~ ~ m~], j ' ) - ; ' ( ] , / ' ,k ' ) -p(k' ,k) ,  
k'<~p ' j<m j '<m' ( j )  
SO 
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q(i)s(i ,k) = ~ ~q-(i)q'( i ,k')-p(k',k)+q(n)s(n,k) 
i<~n+ 1 k '~p' i<~n 
= ~ ~ ~-J (m( j , / ' )+m'( / , / ' ) ) r ' ( j , / ' ,k ' ) -p(k '  k) 
k'<~p ' j<~m /'<m'(j) 
= ~" r ( j ) ,~ ,  ~., -P(/ . / ' ,k ')-p(k' ,k) j~.m i<m / <m (i) k <p' = ~ 7 (1)7 (/, k ). 
Now suppose that k < p, ~ -r ( ] )7  (/, k ) 4= oo and 
l<m 
V]< m(- r ( ] )  = ~o -~-{'(/, k)  = 0). We shall show that it then follows that 
q( i )s ( i ,  k)= ~ -r(/)t(], k)and  V i<n+ 1 (q ( i )=  oo -~ 
i<n+ l j<~m 
- -~  . 
-+ s (t,k)=O). 
Clearly 
Vk '  < p '  (p-'(k', k )  = ~ ~ V /< m, / '<  m'(/)(-r(/) = ,,~ --, 
- - " ' "  " k' -+ r U , / ,  ) = O) 
& ~ ~ r(])-;'(],]', k'):/: o~) 
j<m j'<m '(j) 
SO 
Vk'  < p ' (p - ' (k ' ,  k )  = oo  --> V/< m/ '< rn' ( / ) f  in (/, ] ' )  = ~ 
-~ 7" ( / , / ' ,  k')= O) 
& ~ ~ ff~(/,j')r'(/,j',k')4=oo). 
j<m j'<~m'(j) 
Therefore by (i), we bave that 
- "  " k' Vk '<p ' (p ' (k ' , k )=oo~ V i<n(q( i )=oo~q (t, )=0)  
& ~-q( i) -q'( i ,k ' )  = ~ ~ m(]. i ' ) r ' ( j , i ' ,k ' ) )  
i<n /<m j'<m'(]) 
SO 
Vi<n(q( i )  4= O~s( i ,  k) = 
It is also seen that 
, q'(i, k')-p ( k', k )). 
k '<~p 
SO 
Vk '<p' (p ' (k ' ,  k)  = oo ~ n - (k ' )  = 
__ - - t  • .w  k F ~ m'(/,j')r ( I , I , )4 :  ~), 
j~m j'~m'(j) 
Vk '<p ' (~- (k ' )= oo -. p ' (k ' ,  k )  = O) 
and 
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k'<~' 
~Tx 
k ' (~'  /<m i'<m'(/) 
_<_ ~ r ( j ) - i ( j , k )¢  ,~. 
l<m 
Therefore, b!,, (ii), q-(n ) s (n .  k)  = 
(~- (n )  = ~ --, s ' (n ,  k )= 0).  
ff (k ' )p (k ' ,k )  = 
~l'(j, j' )r'(j, j'. k' )-p ( k', k) <_ 
ff ( k')-p ( k', k) and 
k'<p' 
m 
Therefore ~ i< n + 1 (q ( i )  = ~ ~ s'(i, k)  = 0). 
Now clearly 
V /<m(7( j )¢  O-*¥( ] , j )  = ~ k~,<p,-P(j,j ',k')p(k',k)), 
f<m 'q) 
~(t)-~(~, k)= 
i<n+l 
+q(n)~(n, k) 
~ q( i )q ' ( i , k ' )p (k ' ,k )+ 
k'<p' i<n 
(m( j , j ' )  - ' "  "' k' = + m (l, j '  ))-r'(j,1, ) -p ( k', k) 
SO 
= 
k <p " j '<m'(j) 
= ~ r(j)-[(j, k). 
j<m 
It follows that 
Vk<p(  ~ q( i ) s ( i , k )  = ~ r ( j ) - - [ ( j , k )&  
i<n+ 1 /<m 
& Vi< n + 1 (q( i )  = ~ -*-~'(i, k) = O) & 
& V/<m(-F( / )=~-*T ' ( / ,k )=O)v  ~_J q ( i ) s ( i , k )  =~ & 
i<~n+l 
& 3j<m(- i ( j )  = ~ & T'(j, k )= =,) v ~; -~(j)-i(j, k)  = ~ & 
j<m 
& 3 i<n+ 1 (q-( i )  = ~ &s'(i, k) = o0)) 
v 3 i<n+ l (q  ( i )=  ~ & ~'(i, k )= ~)& 
& 3 /< m(7( / )= ~ & t'(/ ,  k )= ~)) .  
Q.E.D. (28) 
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(29) q(i)x(i)'" ~ 7(i)x(i)~ 
i<n i<n 
V{<n(x(i)'" ~ -s-(i,j)y(j)& ,~x(i)'" 
j <( m j <~ rn 
& Vi< n, j< m(s'( i , j )  =s( i ,  j )  + oo-~'(i,])) 
s ' ( i , j )y ( j ) )  & 
& V i<m(~ -q( i )s( i , j )= ~- f ( i ) s ( i , j )&  
i<n i<n 
& V i< n(q( i )  +7( i )  = oo - , - s ' ( i , j )  = O) 
v ~ q - ( i ) s ( i , / )  = oo & ::1i< n( r ( i )  = ~ & ~( i , j )  = oo) 
i<n 
v ~- r ( i ) s ( i , j )  & 3 i<n(q( i )  -' " =oo = oo &s  ( t , / )=  oo) 
i<n  
v 3 i< J l (q  ( i )  = oo &s ' ( i , j )  = oo) & 3 i< n(7( i )  = oo & 
&-~' ( i , i )  = oo)). 
Proof. It is clear that the theorem fol lows from the fol lowing lemma: 
m = m'  + m"  & n = n'  + n"  & V i< n(s (m + i )<  ~o) & 
& ~ s-( i )x( i )  + ~ , r ( i )x ( i )  + 
i~m+n i~m 
+ ~ ~°x(m+i)'" ~ s ( i )x ( i )+  ~ r(m 
i<n' i<(.m +n i<m " 
+ ~<n,,oox(m+n'+i) -~ Vi .~m+n(x( i ) ' "  ~ t ( i , ] )y ( j )&  
i i<p  
& oox(i)'" ~ t ' ( i , j )v( j ) )  & 
j<p 
& V i< m+n, /<p( t ' ( i , i )=7( i , j )+  oo-{'(i,j)) & 
& ~<p(i~<m,r( i ) - i ( i , / )  = ~ r ( rn '+ i ) t (m'+i , / )&  
i<m" 
& q i<n(7 ' (m+i , j )=O~v ~ s( i )7( i , j )=oo 
i<  m +n 
v 3i<m(-~(i)  oo -' • • .~  = = & t ( t , / )  =oo)v  ,r( i ) ' [( i . j )  oo & 
I <m 
'+ i )x (m'+i )+ 
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& :li<n"(t'(m+n'+i,j)=oo)v ~ r(m'+i)Y(m'+i,/)=~ 
i<m" 
& =li<r'(-f'(m+i,/)=~)v =li<n',-?(m+i,])=~)& 
O I I .'S"~ z .~ 0 & 3i<n t[ tm n +i , ] )==)) .  
Proof o f  lemma. Suppose that m = m' + m",  n = n' + n", 
Vi<n(s(m+i)<~),and ~ s(i):..'(i)~ ~, r ( i )x ( i )+  
i<m+n i<m 
~<~°x(m+i)'" ~ s ( i )x ( i )+  ~m r(m'+i)x(m'+i)+ 
i ' i<m +n i " 
i~<,/, =x(m +n' +i). 
Then by (23), we have 
Vi < m(x(i)::x' (i)+ x" (i) & s(i)x(i)+x"(i):: ~-s(i)x(i)), 
i<m +n i<m +n 
Vi<n(°°x(m+i)"a(i)+a'(i)& ~ s(i)x(i)+a'(i):: ~ s(i)x(i)), 
i<m+n i<m+n 
and i<m' ~ r(i)x'(i)+ i<~n~' a(i)'" i< ff'],n" r(m' +i)x'(m' +i)+ i~<n" a(n' +i). 
Applying (24), we obtain 
Vi< n(x(m + i)::x' (m +i)+x" (m +i) & a(i)'" o(i)+ 
+~o( b(i)+ b' (i)+x' (m + i)) & a ' ( i ) : :  b(i)+=(o(i)+b " (i)+ 
x"(nt+i))). For i<  n, let u( i )  = b(i)+b'(i). Then 
i<m'  i<n 
"" ~ r(m'+i)x'(m'+i)+ <~n o(n'+i)+ ~- oox'(m+n'+i)+ 
i '<m " " i " i<~n '' 
+i ~ ~u(n' +i) 
so by (28), we have 
Vi<m+n(x'(i):: ~ m(i,j)y'(j)&o~x'(i) "" ~ in'(i,j)y'(j)) j<q j<q 
& Vi<n(o(i~:: ~] t-i(i,/)y'(/) & oou(i)" ~] n(i,/)y'( j)) 
J(q ]<q 
& V i<m +n, /< q(m'(i,]) = m ( i , / )  +oom'( i , / ) )  & 
& V i< n , /<  q (n'( i ,  ] )=  = ff"(i, j ) )  
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&'CJ<q(i<~m ' r ( i )~(i ' j )+i<n' ~ n-( i ' J )= 
<~*m r(m'+i)m(m'+i , j )+ ~<n n(, , ,+i , / ' )& 
i " i " 
-- n(t , j )  O)v ~ r( i)m(i, j)+ ~<n n(i , j )  &Vi<n(m,(m+i, j )=O&--,  • = , - , -  =~ 
i<m i 
& 3i < n" (~'(m +n' + i, 1) +-ff'(n' + i, J) = oo ) 
v ~ r (m'+i )m(m'+i , ] )+.~ n(n '+ i , ] )  =~& 
i<~m " t'~.n "
& 3i<n'(m'(m+i,])+:~'(i, j) = ~) 
v 3i<n'(m'(m+i, / )+n'( i , / )  = ,~) & 
& 3 i< n" (m' (m +n'+i,/)+n'(n' +/, i) = ~)). 
For notational convenience we assume that q = p'  + p" ,  
Vj<p 'V i< n(n (i,j) = 0), and Vj< p" 3i< n(n (i,p' +j)=/= 0). Then 
V]<P"(,<~m+n s( i )x ( i )+y ' (p '  i<m+n ~ s ( , ' )x ( i ) )and  
Vi<m+n( ~ s( i )x( i )+x"( i ) : :  ~ s(i)x(i),soapplying(19), 
i<~m +n i<m +'n 
we have 
Vj<p"(y'(p'+])::  ~ c( j ,k)& 
k<m+n 
& Vk< m+n(s(k)x(k)+c( j ,  k) : :s(k)x(k)))  and 
Vi<m+n(x"( i ) '"  ~ d( i ,k)& 
k <~m +n 
& Vk<m+n(s(k)x(k)+d( i ,  k)::s ~k)x(k))). 
Le tp=p'+(p"+m+n)× (m + n) and let: 
y(]) =y' ( ] )  for ]<p' ;y(p'  +k+] X (m +n)) = c(], k) for j<p",  
k<m+n;y(p '+k+(p"+i )X  (m+n))=d( i ,k ) fo r / ,k<m+n.  
Ifi, k<m+n ands (k)  = O, let 
7( i ,p '+k+j× (m+n))=~( i ,p '+k+jx  (m+n))=Ofor j<p ''and 
- t ' ( i ,p '  le t t ( i ,p '+k+(p"+])× (m+n)) - - -  +k+(p"+j)X (m+n))=O 
for], k< m+n. 
I f i<  m +n and s (i)~: ~, let 
7(i,]) =~(i,]) for ]<p'; 
m(t,p +j) for - i ( i ,p '+k+lX ( re+n))  = - " ' j<p" ,k~m+n,  
k:Pi, ands (k):~ O; 
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-{(i,p'+i+/X (m+n~) =~o for 
- i ( i ,p '+k+(p"+i)X ( re+n) )  = 1 
, (t,p +i+(p"+j)x  ( re+n) )  =o~ 
7( i ,p '+k+(p"+/ )X  (m+n) )= 0 
j<p"  andT(i)=# O; 
for k<m+n,  k~ i, and 
s (k )¢  O;  
for ]<m+nands(i)=/= O; 
for j , k<m+n, j¢  iand 
k#:i. 
l f i<  m +n and s (i) = 0% let: 
7(i,j)=Y~(i,/) for i<p'; 
- -  • t - -  t 
t(t ,p +k+jX  (m+n))=m( i ,p  +j) 
t ( i ,p '+k+(p"+i )X  q")= I for 
7(i ,p'+i~+(p"+/)X q")=O for 
for j<p" ,k<m+n,  and 
s(k)=/: O; 
k<m+nands(k )# = O; 
/, k<m+n and/#= i.
l f i<m let)-'(/,/) = m'(i, j)  fo r j<p '  and let 
7'( i ,p'+k+jX (m+n))=m'( i ,p '+j )  for j<p" ,k<m+n,k :# i ,  
and s (k )=# O. 
I f i<  n, lett ' (m+i,/)  = t-n'(m+i,/) +n'( i , / )  for i<p '  and let 
, = - ,  . +j)  t-'(m+i,p +k+jX  (re+n)) m' (m+i ,p '+ j )+n (I,p' 
fo r j<p" ,  k<m+n, k~i ,  ands-(k)~: O. 
l f i<  m +n let: 
- -  ~ PP  - -  
t'(i,p +i+j× (m+n)) -oo  for j<p  and s (i) :# O; 
-{'(i,p'+k+(p"+i~X (m+n) )=o~ for k<m+nands(k)=/=O; 
7 ' ( i ,p '+i+(p"+j)x ( rn+n) )== for ]<m+nands(i)=/: O;
-{'(i ,p'+k+(p"+j)× (m+n) )=O for j , k<m+n,  jq=i, and 
k#:i. 
It is easy to check that 
Vi<m+n(x(i) : :  ~- - [ ( i , j )y ( j )&~x( i ) : :  ~7'( i , j )y(. j ))  and 
j<p j<P 
- - t  i " Vi< m+n(t  (. l)=7(i,/)+oot'( i , i)).  
Nowsappose tha l / '<p ,  ~ s( i) - [( i , i )~ ~, ~ r(i)t-(i,j)-~o% 
i<m +. i'~m' 
w i< re,,. (s ( i )  = = -, 7'(i, j ) = 0), and V i< n' ()-'(m +i , / )  = 0). 
We shall show it then follows that ~ r(i)} ( i , / )= 
i <~m' 
r ' = ,, (m +i)t (m'+i , j )andVi<n(7'~m+i, j )=O). l f  
i<m 
j= p' +i+k X (m+n)where k<p",  i<m+n, ands( i )~ O, then 
7(i, j) ~ co, sos ( i )  = ~o, so i< m and-['(i,j) = ~*, a contradiction. 
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I f j=p'+i '+k× (m+n)where k<p" ,  i '<m+n, ands( i ' )=  0, then 
Vi< n+m(-[(i,]) =-' " " t (t. 1)= 0), and we arrive at the desired result. 
I f j=p '+ i+(p"+k)× (m+n) where l. k<m+n ands-( i)  ~- 0, then 
-{(i,j) ~: ~, so-~ (i) = ~,, so i< m andt'(i,]) ,-: ~, a contradic:.:ion. 
l f j=p'  +i'+(p" +k)X (m+n)wherei ' ,  k<m+.,~ ands( / ' )=  0, 
then Vi < n + m (7 ( i , /)  = )-'(i, j )  = 0), and we arrive at the de ~ired result. 
Finally, i f /<  p' ,  then Vi < n (n  (i, ]) = 0), so 
r(i)rn(i,])+ <~n,~-(i,/)= <~m r ( i ) t - ( i , / )~  and 
i<~m ' i i ' 
- -  "7:P • Vi< n ' (m' (m + i, ] )  + n '(i, ] )  = t (m +~, j) = 0), so 
r( i)7(i , /)= <~m r( i)m(i , / )= Y'~ r(m' +i)m(m' +i,/)= 
i<~m ' i ' i< ln"  
r(m' +i)-{(m' +i,/)and Vi<n(-{'(m+i,j)= 
i< m"  
= p~'(m +i , / )  + ff'(i,/) = 0). 
It can be shown in the same way that under the assumptions; 
j<p, ~ s ( i )7 ( i , / )4 :~ ~ r(m'+i)7(m'+i , j ) : / :~ 
i<m+n ' i<m" ' 
- - ?  " t F I Vi<m(s( i )=~- .  t ( t , j )=O),andVi<n (-{'(m+n +i,j)=O, it 
follows that ~, r ( i )7 ( i , / )=  ~-~ r (m'+i ) t (m'+i , j )and 
i<~m i<m" 
Vi< n (7'(m +i,/) = 0). 
Therefore 
W<P( "<~m'r(i)-{(i'J)=, i<~m ,, r(m' +i,/)-{ (m' +i,]) & 
& V i<n(7(m'+i , / )=O)v  ~ -s(i)-{(i,])=~ 
i<m+n 
v 3i<m(-~(i)= ~ &t-( i , ] )  = ~)v  .~,rO)-{( i , ] )= ~ & 
! <.m 
& 3i<n"(~(t,, l+n' +i , j )=~)v .~ , , r (m'  +i ) t (m'  +i,j)= ~ & 
! ~.m 
& :li< n'(-{'(m+i,j) =~,)v 3 i<n ' ( -{ ' (m+i , j )  =~) & 
& : l i<n"(-{'(m+n'+i, j)=~)). 
Q.E.D. (29) 
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(30) Vi<m(j~<n- i ( i , j )x( j ) ' "  ~ s ( i , j )x ( j ) ) - *  
j<n 
-* W<n(x( j ) : :  ~ -i(L k)y(k) & **x(j)'" ~ F'(j, k)y(k)) & 
k <~p k'-~p 
& Vj< n, k < p(T'(L k) =/-(j, k) + o,-/'(j, k)) & 
& V i<m,  k<P(l~-J-i(i'J~7(L'<n k)= i<,, ~ s(i,j)-i(j, k)& 
& V]<n(7( i , ] )+s( i , ] )  = ~ ~i ' ( ] ,  k) = O)v ~ ~(i , ] )7( j ,  k) =~ 
j<n 
& =lj< n(s ( i , ] )  = ~ &-i"(], k) =',~)V =lj< n( r ( i , j )  = ~ & 
&-['(j, k )  = ~ ) & 3 j  < n(-s (i, ] )  = ~ 8,,-i"(j, k )  = ~ ) 
v ~ -s ( i , j )7 ( j , k )  &3 j<n( r ( i , j )  ~ " =~ == & t (,,. k )= =,~. 
j<n 
Prt, of. If m = 0, then the theorem clearly holds, so we assume that the 
theorem holds for m and show that it then holds for m + 1. Suppose 
that Vi< m + l ( 7"~ -r ( i' ] ) x (] ) : j<n ~ s ( i, l ) x (j ) ). Then, by our indt~c- 
tion hypothesis, we have: 
Vj < n(x(j)::/c,~,.,, m(j, k' )z (k ' )&  ~x (]):: k,<~, . , .  m' (j, k' )z( k' )), 
Vj<n,  k '<p ' (m' ( ] ,  k ' )  = ~(],  k ' )  + =m'( j ,  k')), and (i) 
Vi'<m, k '<p ' (~-~( i , /}m (/, k ' )  = ~ s ( i , j )m( j ,  k ' )&  
j<  " j<(n 
& V j<n( r ( i , j )  +s( i , / )  = ~ ~ m'(j, k ' )=  0)v ~ r ( i , j )m( j ,  k) = o0 
j<n 
&3 j<n(s - ( i . j )=~&m'( j , k ' )=~)  v~_a s ( i , j ) f f~( j , k )=~ 
j<n 
&3j< n(~( i , j )  = ~' & m'(1, k ' )  = ~)v3  j<  n(r ( i , j)  = ~ & 
& ~' ( j ,  k ' )  = oo) & 3 j< n,:s(i, j )  = oo & m'( i ,  k ' )  = oo),,. 
For k '<p ' :  i fV j<n( - r (m, j )  ~oo -. m'(l, k ' )  = 0), let 
~"(k') = ~ 7(m, j ) f f l ( j ,  k ' ) ; i f  3 j<n( r (m, j )=  oo &~' ( j ,  k ' )= oo) 
)<n 
l e tT ' (k ' )  =°°  i fV j<n(s (m, j )  =°°'-" m' ( j , k ' )  =0) 
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let~-'(k') = ~ ~(m,])~(] ,  k ' ) ; i f3 ]<n(~(m,] )  = ~ &m'(], k')  =~*) 
]<n 
let s ' (k '  ) = ~" Then k'~<p'r'(k')z(k') '" k ~'<p' s (k ' )z (k ' )  
so by (29), we have: 
Vk'<p'(z(~:') '" ~ n(k ' ,k )y (k )&=z( l ' ) ' "  ~ n ' (k ' ,k )y (k ) ) ,  
k<p k<~p 
Vk'<p' ,  k<p(-~'(k', k) = n(k ' ,  k) + ~,,n'( c', k)) and (ii) 
Vk<P(k~'<v 7' (k ' )n(k ' ,  k) = ~ , : ? (k ' )n (k ' ,  k) & 
, k ,<p ~ 
& Vk' <p '  (7 ' (k ' )+s ' (k ' )=  ~ -+ h-'(k', k )= O) 
v ,~,~- ' (k ' )n  "k', k)= o. & 3k '<p' (~(k ' )=, ,o  & 
k <p 
& n'(k', k) = ~*)v ,Z-~ ,s ' (k ' )n (k ' ,  k) = ~ & 3k '<p' ( -~(k ' )  =~ & 
k <p 
&n' (k ' ,k )=~)v  3k '<p ' (7 (k ' )  =,~ &ff'(k', k) =~ & 
& 3k '<p' (~' (k ' )  =~ &n'(k', k) = oo)). 
For ]< n and k<p,  i fVk '  <p'(ffz(], k') = oo .-. ff'(k', k) = 0), let 
?(],k) = ~ m(] ,k ' )n (k ' ,k ) ,and i f3k '<p ' (m(] ,k ' )=~& 
k '<p' 
ff'(k' k) =,~,) lett(] ,  k) = ~. Let)-'(], k) = ~ m'(j, k ' )n ' (k ' ,  k) for 
' k '<p '  
j<n  and k<p.  
It is easy to check that 
V/< n(x(/) : :  ~ t ( / ,  k)y (k )  & ~x(/ ) : :  ~-~ t'(j, k )y (k) )  and 
k<p k<p 
V]< n, k < p(?(], k)=7(/ ,  k)+ ~?'(/, k)). 
Now suppose that i< m, k < p, i~<, r-(i, ])-i(], k) =/= ~, and 
V] < n (r- (i, ]) = ~ ~ 7'(], k ) = 0). Then clearly 
V]<n(r(i,/)=/= 0-~¥(/, k)= ~ ,re(i, k ' )n (k ' ,  k)) and 
k'<p 
Vk '<p ' (n ' (k ' ,  k)  = = --* Vj<n( r ( i , j )=  ~ -+ 
---,. m ' ( j ,  k ' )=  O) & ~ 7( i , j )m( j ,k ' )~  =), 
i<n 
so by (i), we have 
Vk '<p ' ( f f " (k ' ,  k) =~ -, ~ r ( i , j )m( j ,k ' )=  ~ s ( i , j )m( j ,  k')=¢ = 
/<n j<n 
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& V]< n(-~(i, j )  = ~ -, m'( j ,  k" )= 0)). 
Th ffore 'q j<  n(s ( i , j )  = oo ~ F( j ,  k )  = O) and V /< n(s ( i , j )  ¢ 0 -* 
-~7(/, k)  = ~,m(/, .")n(k' ,k)) ,so 
k "(p 
-r ( i, j )--[ ( j, k) = ~ ff(k' ,  k)  ~- r - ( i , j )m' j ,  k' )  = ~ s ( i , j ) - [ ( / ,  k). 
j (n  k <.p j<n  j<n 
It can be shown in th(. same way that under  the assumptions;  
i<m,  k <p, .~  s ( i , j ) - i  (j. fi):/: ~, and Vj< u(s ( i , j )=  ~ -~ 
I ~n 
-~ F( / ,  k)  = 0), it fo l lows teat  ~ r( i , / ) -{(1, k)= ~ s ( i , j )7 (L  k)and  
/<n /<n 
V/< , ( ? ( i , j )=  ~ -* i-'(/, k )= 0). 
Now suppose t lat k < p, /-J r (re, j ) -{( / ,  k)  ¢ ~,  and 
i<  t 
Vj < n( r  (m, j )  = ,o -, T'(j, k):-- 0). Then Vj< n( r ( rn ,  j )  ~ 0 -* -[(], k)  = 
- 
= m( j ,k ' ) r (k ' , k )¢o . . )andVk '<p ' (n ' (k '  k )=~o~r ' (k ' )=  
/<,~ r (m, j ) f~( j ,  k ' )  .~ oo ) 
Thelefore  Vk '  < p ' ( r - ' (k '  ) = o¢ ~ tT'(k', k)  = O)and 
'~ ,'-t:'( k ' ) 'T" ( k " k ) = k ,~<p,-l: ( rn, ] ) .~ ( j, k ' ) ,T ( k ', k ) = 
k 
= ~ r (m, i )Y ( j ,  k)¢  ~, so by (ii) we have 
;: '(k')fi (k ' , k )= ~-J ,('~(k')ff (k ' , k )and  
k'<p' k'<p' 
- - f  w ~#k ' < p' (-7'(k ' ) = ~ --, n ( k , k ) = 0). 
Therefore V/< n( ,T (m. / )  = ~ -, t ' ( / .  1~ ) = 0), 
Vk '<p ' (n ' (k ' ,  k)=~ -. s ' (k ' )  = ~ s (?n , j )m( / ,  k ' )¢ - ,~) ,  
]<n 
andV]<n(s (m, ] )¢  O- - . - i (Lk)= ~ ;~( / ,k ' )n (k ' .k ) ) .  
k ' (p  ° 
Therefore 
; : (m, / ) -{ ( j ,k}  = ~ ~ r (m, j )m( j ,k ' )n (k ' ,k )= 
]'(n k'<p' j<Ln 
= k'~<p' 7 ' (k ' )n (k ' ,  k )= k'<p' ~ .~:'(k')n (k ' ,  k)= ]'<n ~ s(rn, ] )7( ] ,  k). 
It can be shown in ~he same way that under  thc assumpt ions k < p, 
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s (m, j ) - [ ( j ,  k)=b ~, and V]< n(7(m, / )  = oo ~7'(j, k) = 0), it 
/<n 
follows that ~ r ( m, / ) 7 (/, k) = ~ s ( m. / ) 7 (/. k) and 
/<n /<n 
Vj < n(-~ (m, j )  = o~ -'- 7'(j, k)= 0). 
Therefore 
,~.r(i,/)7 ) ~ s ( i , / ) - - i ( / , k~& Vi<m+l,k<p(,. . .  (j,k =/<n 
& W< n(-~(i, i ) +s( i , / )  = oo -~ 7 ' ( j ,  k ) = O) 
v ~-~ -d ( i , j ) t ( i ,  
/<n 
v ~ 'E( i , / )7( / ,  
i<n 
k) = ~ &~l /< n(s- ( i , j )  = oo &7'( j ,  k )  = ~)  
k)  =*~ & :l j< n ( r ( i , j )  = oo &t ' ( j .  k )  = ~)  
v :tj " ,7 ( - r ( i , j )  = ,,~ &7'(j, k) = ~)  & 3 j< n(s ( i , j )  = ~ & 
& 7'(j, k ) = - )). 
Q.E.D. (30) 
(31) Vi<~(x( i )+y( i ) : :x (o )+y(o) ) - ,  x (o ) "u(o )+v(o)& 
&y(o):: w(o) +z(o) & 
& V i< o*(x( i+ 1 )'" u ( i )+w( i )  &y( i+  1 )'" v ( i )+z( i )  
& u ( i )+v( i )+w( i ) : :u ( i+  1)+v( i+  1 ) & 
&z( i ) : :  w( i+ l )+z( i+  1 D. 
Proof. Suppose that Vi < -, (x (i) +y ( i ) :: x (o) +y (o)). Then 
x (1)+y (1): :x(o) +y(o),  so we have; x(1): :  u(o) + w(o), 
y(1): :  o(o)+z(o),  x (o):: u (o) +y(o), and y (o):: w(o) +z (o). 
Therefore x (o) +y(o)  :: u(o) + o(o) +w(o) + z (o). 
/,.ssume that for some k<- ,  we have: x(k+ 1):: u(k)+w(k  ), 
y (k+ l ) : :o (k )+z(k ) ,  andx(o)+y(o) : :u (k )+o(k)+w(k)+z(k ) ,  as 
is the case for k = 0. Then x(k+2)+y(k+2) : :u (k ) '+o(k )+w(k)+ 
+z(k ) ,  sox(k+2) : :u (k+ l )+w(k+ 1), y (k  + 2):: o(~:+ l )+z(k+ 1), 
u(k)+o(k)+w(k) : :u (k+ 1)+o(k+ 1), and z(k) : :  w(k+ 1)+z(k+ 1). 
There forex(o)+y(9) : :u (k+ l )+o(k+ 1)+w(k+ l )+z(k+ 1), so the 
above conditions are also satisfied for k + 1. Therefore, by induction, 
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we have Vi.< o. (x(t + 1)'" u(i)+w(i) &y(i  + 1)'" u(i)+z(i)& 
& u(i)+u(i)+w(i)::u(i+ 1)+u( i+ 1) & z( i ) : :  w(it- i )+z( i+  1)). 
Q.E.D. 
(32) y<_:oox-~x"w+~_ai<z(t)" &y " ~w+~i<~ ( i+ 1) X z ( i+ 1). 
Proof. Suppose y ".~ :o*x. Then y :: ~ u(i) and 
i<o. 
Vi<~(u(i)+o(i) : :x).  Therefore by (31) we have: 
u (o) :: a (o, o) + b (o, o), o (o) :: c (o, o) + d (o, o) apd 
Vi<~(u(i+ 1)::a(i, O)+c(i, o) & u(i+ 1):: b(L o)+d(5, ~) & 
&d(i, o):: c ( i+ 1 ,o )+d( i+ l ,o )&  
&a('i, o)+b(L o)+c(i, o)::a(i+ 1,o)+b( i+ 1,o)). 
Therefore 
(31) 
Vi<,,~(a(i, o)+b(i, o)÷ /--, c(i+j, o)"a( i4  1 ,o )+5( i+ i, o)+ I<o~, 
~( t" 1 +j, o)), so 
V i<o, ' (a ( i ,o )+b( i ,o )+~ c(i+j,o)::a(o,o)+b(o,o)+ ~ c(j,o)). 
Now we assuine that fo r some k< % we have Vi< oo(a(!, k)+b(i, k~+ 
+c(i, k) : :a ( i+  1,k)+b(i+ 1,k) & d(i, k) :c ( i+  1,k)+d(i+ l,it) & 
a(i,k)+b(i,k)+ ~ c(i+j,k) "a(o,k)+b(o,k)+ ~ c(j,k)). 
i<,,o j<~ 
We have shown that this is the case for k = 0 and we now show that the 
condition is also satisfied for k + I. It follows from (3 I) that 
a(o, k)"a(o, k+ l )+b(o ,k+ ~),b(e, k)+ ~ c(j, k)'" c(o, k+ 1)+ 
+ d(o, k + 1), and 
Vi< oo(a(i+ 1,k): :a( i ,  k+ 1)+c(i ,  k+ 1) & 
&b(i+l ,k)+ ~ c( i+i+j ,k) : :b( i ,k+l )+d( i ,k+l )& j<oo 
&a(i, k+ 1)+b(i,  k+ l )+c( i ,  k+ l ) : :a ( i+  1,k÷ 1)+b( i+ 1,k+ 1) & 
&d(i ,  k+ 1)"c ( i+  1,k+ 1)+d( i+ 1,k+ 1)). 
Therefore 
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Vi<~(a(i,k+l)+b(i,k+l)+ ~ c(i+],k+l)::: /<~ 
"'a(i+l,k+l)+b(i+l,k+l)+ ~ c(i+l+],k+l)),so 
Vi<,.~(a(i,k+l)+b(i,k+l)+ ~ c(i+],k4 1):: 
::a(o,k+l)+b(o,k+ l)+ ~-~ c(j,k+l)). 
Therefore, by induction, we have 
Vk < oo(a(o, k):: a(o, k+ 1)+b(o, k+ 1) & 
&b(o,k)+ ~ c(j,k)::c(o,k+l)+d(o,k+l)& 
&Vi<~(b(i+l,k)+ 23 c(i+l+j,k)::b(i,k+l)+d(~.,k+l) & 
i<oo 
&a(i+ l,k)::a(i, k+ l )+c( i ,  k+ l) & 
&a(i, k)+b(i, k)+c(i, k)::a(i+ 1,k )+b( i+ 1,k) & 
&d(i, k) : : c ( i+  1,k)+d(i+ 1,k) & 
&a(i,k)+b(i,k)+ ~ c(i+/,k)::a(o,k)+b(o,k)+ ~ c(/,k))). /<~o j<¢¢ 
Applying (10), we obtain 
Vk<o~(a(o,k)"-o-+ ~ b(o,k+l+i)). 
i<~ 
Now suppose thaf for some k < ~, we have 
Vj<~(a(k,j)"~.(o,j+k)+ ~ c(i,]+k-i), 
i<k 
as is trivial for k = O. Then V/ '<oo(a(k+ 1,])::a(k,]+ l)+c(k,]+ l ) : :  
• "a(o,j+k+l)+~ c(i,j+k+l-i)+c(k,j+l)"a(o,j+k+l)+ 
i<k  
+ ~ c(i,j+k+ ! -i)). 
i<(k ~ ,. 
Therelore, by induction we have 
Vj~o%k<oo(a(k,j)"a(o,j+k)+ ~ c(i,]+k-i)). 
i<k 
Therefore 
a(k,o)'" a(o,k)÷ 23 c(i,k-i)'" 
k<~Oo k< oo k< ~ i<k  
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"" ~ a-+ ~ ~ b(o ,k+l+i )+ ~ ~ c(i ,k+l)'" 
• " ~ (a+ ff-] b(o,k+2+i)+b(o,k+l~+ ~ c( i , k+ l ) ) ' "  
k<OO i<oo i<oo 
"" ~ (a(o, k+ 1)+b(o, k+ 1)+ ~ c(i, k+ 1)), so 
k< ~ i<:oo 
y'" i( °°~ u(i)"a(o,o)+b(o,o)+i~<o ° (a(i, o)+c(i, o)):: 
: :a (o ,o )+b(o ,o )+ ~ c(i,o)+ ~-J (a(o ,k+l )+b(o.k+l )+ 
i < oo k < OO 
+ ~ c(,,k+l))::  ~ (a(o,k)+b(o,k)+ ~ c(i,k)). 
i<  oo k< OO i< oo 
Now since Vk < o~ (d (t, k ) :: c (i + 1, k ) + d (i + 1, : )), we have by (10) 
Vk < oo(d(o, k)::z(k)+ ~ c(i+ J,k)), so Vk< oo(a(o, k)+b(o, k I+ 
+ ~ c ( i , k ) "a (o ,k+l )+b(o ,k+l )+c(o ,k+l )+d(o ,k+l ) ' "  
i<oo 
:.a(6, k+l)+b(o,k+ l)+ ~] c( i ,k+l )+z(k+l) ) .  
i< oo 
Therefore, applying (10) once more, we obtain 
Vk<oo(a(o,k)+b(o,k)+ ~ c(i ,k)::w+ ~ z( j+k+l)) .  
Therefore 
y'" ~ (w+ ~ z( j+k+l)) '!oow+ ~ ( i+! )z ( i+ l )  and 
k<OO / '<~ i<oo 
x :: u(o) + v(o) :: a(o, o) + b(o, o) + c(o, o) + d(o, o) :: 
: :a(o,o)+b(o,o,~+ ~ c(i, o)+z(o) ' ,  w+ ~ z(i). 
i<oo i<oo 
Q.E.D. (32) 
(33) Vi<n(y(i)<_:oox)~x:: ~ z( j )& 
& Vi<n(y(i) : :  ~ r( i , j )z( j)) .  
Proof. When n = o the theorem holds, so we assume that the theorem 
holds for n and show it then holds fol" n + 1. Suppose 
Vi< n + 1 (y(i)<__ :oox ).' By our induction hypothesis, we have 
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x" ~ z'(i)and Vi<n(y(i)'" ~ -r'(i,j)z'(j)). Also y(n)<-:**x, j< ~* j< ** 
SO by (32), we havex:: ~ u(k)andy(n)'" ~ s(k)u(k) .  Therefore 
k<** k< °° x,-a 
z'(j)'" ~ u(k), so V /<~(z ' ( j ) : :  ~ w(/, k)) and 
j<.o k<** k<** 
Vk<~(u(k)'" ~ w(j,k)). 
Fork<** andj<_k, l,;t: 
z(j+(k + 1)k) = w(j, k), 
z(j+(k+ 1)(k+ 1)) = w(k+ 1,/), 
-r(i,j+(k+,j.t)=-r'(i,j) for i<n,  
- i ( i , j+(k+l)(k+l))=r'( i ,k+l) for i< n, 
-~(n,j+(k+ l )k )=- (k )  
-r(n,j+(k+ 1)(k+ 1)) =s:(/). 
Clearly 
x'" z ( / )  
l< ** 
and Vt<n+ l (y( i ) : :  ~ r(i,j)z(j)). i<oo 
Q.E.D. (33) 
(34) Vi< n(x<_:~y(i)) ~x'" u +o & 
0 < _**u  & V i<n( t ,<-  :y ( i ) ) .  
Proof. I fn = 0 the theorem holds. We assume that the theorem holds 
for n and show that it then hold~ for n + 1. Suppose 
Vi,..n+ l(x<:ooy(i)). Thenx::u' +v', v'<_:oou '. and 
Vi < n(u'<__:y(i)). Moreover, u '<_:~y(n) ,  so by (32) we have 
u ' "~w+ ~ ( /+ l )z ( j+ l )  and y(n)"w+ ~ z(j). Let 
j<oo __  j<o .~ 
u=w+j<oo ~ z ( j+ l ) ,and le t  °=°' +°°w+j ~-j-" (j+ z(j+2). 
Clearly x::u+o, o_<_:~u, and V i<n+l  (u<:y( i ) ) .  
Q.E.D. (34) 
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(35) Vi<m./<n(x(j)<_: ~ =r(i,j, k)x(k)+oo;v(i,j)) 
k~..n 
-, Vi< n(x(j)::.v (i)+z(/) & z(j)<_ :ooy(j)) & 
& Vi<m,j<n(Y(i)_<_: ~ r(i,j, k)v(k)+w~i,j)). 
k<n 
Proof. When n = 0 the theorem holds, so we ar, sume that the theorem 
holds for n and show it then holds for n + I. Suppose 
Vi<m,j<n+l(x(j)<_: ~ ~or(i,j,k)x(k)+o~w(i,j)).Then 
k<n+l 
W<n(x( / ) : :v ' ( / )+z ' ( i )  & z ' ( / )<_:oov'( j ) )  ar 1 
Vi<m,j<n(y'(j)<_: ~ r(i,i,k).v'(k)+r(i.j.n)x(n)+w(i,j)). 
k(n  
ThereforeV i<m(x(n)<_:  ~ oor(i,n,k)y'(k)+~.r(i,n,n)x(n)+ 
k<n 
+ oow(i, n)), so applying (34), we have: x (n ) : :y ' (u )+z ' (n ) ,  
z ' (n)<_:ooy'(n) ,  ~.:ld V i<m(y ' (n )<_ :  ~ r(i,n,k)y'(k)+w(i,n)). 
k(n+l  
Therefore V i<m, j<n(y ' ( j )<_ :  ~ oor(i,j,k)y'(k)+oow(i,j)), 
k<n+ 1 
so applying tb.e induction hypothesis again, we have 
Vj <n(v ' ( j ) ' :  V"(j)+z"(l)&z"(j)<_.~y"(/) and 
Vi<m,/<n(y"(j)<_: ~ r(i,j,k)i,"(k)+r(i,j~n)y'(n)+w(i,j)). 
k<n 
Therefore 
Vi<m,/<n(e"(j)+z"(j)<-: ~ r(i,/,k~(y"(k)+z"(k))+ 
k<n 
+r(i,L n)(.v'(n)+z'(n))+w(i,])) and 
Vi<m(y'(n)<_: ~t r(i,n,k)()"(k)+-"(k))+ 
k<n 
+r(i, n, n)y'(n)+w(i, n)). 
Applying (30) we have 
Vk < n(y" ( k )::k,~<ps( k,k')u( k') & z" ( k )"k,~<pT ( k, k')u(,;')), 
y' (n )'" k~ps (n" k"u(k') '  z' (n ):: K'~<p-i(h' k )u(k')' 
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Vi<m. j<n+ l(w(i, /)" k q( i , / ,k ' )u(k ' ) ) ,  
Vi< m. k'<p(s(i, ' ,  k')_ <_ ~ r(i, n, k)(s(k,  k')+7(k, k')) + 
k<n 
+ r(i. n, n)s (n, k' J+q(i, n. k')), and 
Vi<m, j<n.k '<p(s - ( j , k ' )  < _ ~ r( i , j ,k)]-((~.k')+q(i , j .k ' )  
k<n+l 
&.-((j .k')+-t(j ,k'). < _ ~-J r ( i , j ,k) (s(k.k ' )+. ; - (k ,k ' ) )+q( i . j ,k ' ) ) .  
k <n+ l
For /< n+ 1, k '<p.  ands(n ,  k ' )  = O, i fs( / ,  k ' )  ~= o let,,(/, k ' )  = 1 and 
if~: (/. k ' )  = 0 let s(/,  k ' )  = O. 
For /< n + 1, k'<p.  ands(n ,  k')=/= O, i fs( / ,  k' ) +7(/. k' )=/= 0 let 
s(/. k')  = 1 and if~-(], k')+t-(],  k ') = 0 lets(/, k') = O. 
For j<n+l , le ty ( / )  = ,~ s( / ,k ' )u(k ' ) .  
~--~k ~p 
For j<n,  letz(/)=k'LJ----t, (s(/, k )+t(] ,  k')--s(L k ' ) )u(k ' )+z ' ( j ) .  
Letz (n)  = ~ (s (n ,k ' ) - s (n ,k ' ) )u (k ' )+z ' (n ) . i t i seasytocheck  
that Vj<n+i (x ( ] ) : :y ( j )+z( I )  & z(j)<_:ooy(/)) and 
Vi<t>~.j<n+l,k'<p(s(],k')<_ ~ r ( i . / . k )s (k ,k ' )+q(L / ,k ' ) )  
k<n+! 
There1,9re 
Vi<m,j<n+l( .~( j)<_:  ~] r ( i . j , k )y(k)  +w(i,j)). 
k~..n+i 
Q.E.D. (35) 
(36) Vi<m,j<n(x( j )<_:  ~ o~r(i, j ,k)x(k)) ~, 
k<n 
-~'¢j<n(x(j) '" ,~ s( j ,k ' ) .v(k ' ) )  
k 
&Vi<m, j<n,k '<~(s ( j , k ' )  <_ ~ ~r ( i . j , k )s tk ,  k'~,). 
k<n 
Proof. Suppose gi < m, j < n (x (j) <__ : ~ ~ r (i, j, k ) x (k)). Then by 
k<n 
(35) we have V/< n(x( / ) : :x ' ( i )+x"( j )&x"( j )<_ :  ~,x'( j ))  and 
Vi<m,j<n(x' ( j )<_:  ~ r(i,j, k)x ' (k)) .  
k<n 
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Therefore we have by (30) 
Vk<n(x'(k)'" k q(k,k')u(k'))and 
Vi <m,j<n, k'<p(q(j,  k')<_ ~ r(i,j, k)q(k, k')). 
k<n 
Therefore 
VJ<n(x"(J)<-k'<p ~ oo~(j, k')u(k')) soVj<n(x"( j ) : :k,~<pz(j ,k ' ))  
and Vj<n, k'<p(z(j, k ' )<:  oo~(j, k')u(k')). 
Applying(33),wehave: Vk' <p(u(k'):: ~ w(k',k")), 
k"<oo 
Vj<n,k'<p(z(j,k')::~,__,2~ooT(j,k',k")w(k', k"l); ~nd 
Vj< n, k' < p. k"  < ,~,(q(j, ~'~') = O -,.-i-(j, k'. k " )= O). 
For k '<p and k" < 0% lety(k '  +pk") = w(k', k")  and let 
s(j, k' +p k" ) = ~7 (J, k' ) +7 (j, k', k" ) for j < n. Clearly 
Vj<n(x(j)'" s(Lk')y(k'))and 
k 
Vi<m,j<n, k' <~(s(], k')<_ ~_~ ~r(i,L k)s(k, !:')). 
k<n 
Q.E.D. (36) 
(37) Vi<m( ~-~ -F(t,j)x(j)'" ~ s(i,j)x(j))-~ 
i< j<n 
~Vj<n(x(j) : :  La t ( j ,k)y(k))& k < oO 
& Vi<m, k<o~(~r( i , j )7( j ,  k)= ~ s(i,j)7(j, k)). 
i<, j<n 
Proof. Suppos", that Vi< m( ~ -r(i,/)x(j):: ~ s(i,j)x(j)). 
j<n j<n 
Applying (50), we have 
Vj<n(x(] ) ' "  ,~<p m(j, k')z( ~') & °~x(j):: ,~<p m'(/, k')z(k k 
Vj< n, k' < p(m' (j, k ' )= re(j, k')+oom'(j, k')), and (i) 
Vi< m, k' <P(z~-~(i'j)m(J'<n k')= j<n ~ s(i, j)m(j, k')& 
& Vj<n(7(i, j)+s(i, j)= oo-~ m'(j, k') = O) 
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v 
i<n  
v ~ -.#(i,/)m(L 
i<n 
k ' )=, ,o  & 3/<J t (s ( i , j )=  ~ & m-'(l," k ' )  = ~)  
k ' )  =,~ & 3 j<n( r ( i , j )=  ~ & m'(j, k ' )= =)  
v 3 j<n( r ( i , ] )=  oo & in'(j, k ' )  = oo)& 
&3j<n(s ( i , j ) :=& - '  " = - m ( l , k ' )  ~) ) .  
For j < n 
q( j ,k ' , k " )  = 1 
q( / .k '  k " )=O 
q( j , k ' , k ' )=  ! 
q( j .k '  k " )=O 
and k', k "<p,  let: 
i fr~'(/ ,  k ' )=,~ and m(j. k")4= 0, 
if m'(/ ,  k ' )  = ~ and re(j, k " )  = 0, 
if m'( j ,  k ' )=  0, 
i fm ' (L  k')  = 0 and k' 4= k"  
o - - F  • Since V /<n(  ~ ~i f~( j ,k ' ) z (k  ).. ,~  m (hk ' ) z (k ' ) ) ,  
we have W<n,  <p(z(k ' )<- :  k " k" )z (k" ) ) .  
Applying (36), we obtain 
Vk '<p(z (k ' ) ' "  ~ 7'(k', k )y (k ) )  and 
Vj<n.k '<p,k<~(7 ' (k ' , k )<_  ~ ,~,q(j.k' k " )~(k  k)). 
k"<p 
For j < n and k < ~,  let t (j, k ) = ~ m (j, k' )-['( k', k ). 
k '<p 
Clearly V]<n(x( / ) : :  ~ 7(], ' :)y(k)).  
k<OO 
Suppose that i<  m, k< ~, and ~]~ r (i.])-{(], k)4= ~ s ( i . / ) t ( ] ,  k). 
]<n /<n 
Then for some k' < p, we have t-'( k', k ) 4= 0 and 
-t-'(i,/)n-t(j. k')4= ~ s-( i . / )m(L k'). 
j<n /<n 
Therefore, it follows from (i) that 
i:(i.j)tp-t(j,k') or 3 j<n( r ( i , / )  & - '  " ' =~ =~ m (/ ,k )=~) .  
i<n 
If" ~ r ( i , / )m( j ,  k ' )  = oo, then clearly ~ -r(i,])t-(L k)  = o,,. On the 
j<n j <It 
other hand, i f ]  < n. r ( i. j )  = -~ and m'  (j, k '  ) = oo, then for some 
k"  < p, m (j. k' ) 4= 0 and t '(  k" ,  k ) 4~ O, since 
0 4= t-'( k' k ) < ~ = q (j, k ', k"  )t-'( k",  k) ,  so we still have 
' - -  k "<p 
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~,, ";: ( i, j )7  (j. k)  = 
j (n  
It can be shov.n in the same way that ~ -s( i , j )7( j ,  ]¢) = ~, so we have 
/<n 
7 ( i. j)~[ (j, k)  = ~ ~ ( i, j ) t  (j, k), a contradiction. Therefore 
j<n j<n 
Vi<m,  k< ~(~ 7( i , / ) - f ( / ,  k)= ~ -~( i , / )7( / .  k)). 
j<n j<n 
Q.E.D. (37) 
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Sdction 4. Decidability 
We use the notation (~ (WS) to denote the class of theorems in the 
elementary theory of cardinal addition wt:ich are provable in the sys- 
tem WS. More precisely, the theory CA (WS) may be characterized by 
the following stipulations: ~ (WS) is formalized within the first-order 
predicate logic with identity and has as its only non-logical constant 
the binary operation symbol +; a sentence 4~ of CA (WS) is valid in 
CA (WS) if and only if the sentence obtaine,.! from cI~ by replacing each 
occurrence of = by ~ is provable in WS. 
Let CA (WS) be the extension of CA (WS) which is obtained by 
adding the binary predicate <_ and the unary operation symbols 
oo o 0", l ", 2 o, together with the following defining axioms: 
(i) a<_b*--~3c(a+c=b), 
(ii) a=,~'b,--~ a+b=a& Vc(c+b-c-~a-<-c) :  
(iii) a=oob ~- ~ W'(a+c=c)anda=(m +l )°b~-~a=b +m'b  for 
n; = 0 ,  1, "~ 
(;iven a formula ~1~ of CA (WS) let ~I,~ denote the formula obtained 
from ,I~ by replacing each occurence of =, <-, ~ ", 0", 1 -, 2", ... by 
~,~,  ,~X, 0×, 1×, 2x .... , respectively. It is easy to see that a sentence 
cI~ of C/t (WS) is valid in CA (WS) if and or.,ly if ~ is prevable in WS. 
The theories CA (ZF) and CA (BG) are defined in the .;ame way as 
(;4 (WS) except that the Zermelo-Fraenkel and the Bernays-Gi3del 
systems, without the axiom of choice, are used in place of WS. 
A sentence ~i,~ is relativizec' to integers by replacing each subforn:ula 
of the form VxW, 3.v q~, or 3[.,cq~, by Vx(x<- ~'~ xp), 3x(x<_~, & .~), 
or : l?x(x < oo & q~ ) respectively. We s:~v that a sentence ,I~ of (', ~ (WS) 
holds for inwgers if and only if cl~ relasivized to integers holds in WS. 
It is well known that the class of sentences which holds for integers is 
primitive recursive and moreover, when :ver cI, is a sentence- of CA (WS), 
either ¢I~ holds fc, r ':ntegers or--Iq, holds for integers (of. Presburger [31 ). 
Of course oo is tl:o aght of as an integer in the above nomencl:~ture. 
A sentence of the form" Vx 0 ..... x~, (,b-* 3% ...... %q,), where • and 
q, are conjunctions of atomic formulas in CA (WS), is called a special 
sen tence. 
Using the general de.:omposition theorem, which was established in 
the previous ection, we now prove 
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heorem 11. Any special sentence which holds for integers is valid in 
C4 (WS). 
Proof. Cansider a special sentence of the form: 
VXo .... ,xx (~(Xo, ...,xx ) ~ 3Y0, .... J'6 q' (x0, "',xx,Yo, ...,Y8 )), 
and supposc that 
(1) Vx 0 .... ,x x <-oo(,b~(x0, ..,x~,)~ 3.1, 0...... "6 <__ooqJ~(x O, .... .x'x , 
Y0 .... ,Y~ ))" 
There are m. n, r, s. such tha~ m, n< 0% X< n, Vi< m, j< n(r(i , j) ,  
s( i , j )<-  ~) ,  and 
(2) Vx 0, .... xx(~(x  o .... , x~) ,  ,3x (x (0)=x o&.. .  
&x(X)~x x & V i<m(  ~ r ( i , j )×  x(/)-~ ~ s(i, j)× x(/)))). 
j (n  j<n 
Suppose ~ (x 0 .... , x x ). Then by (2), there is an x, such that x (0) = x 0. 
. . . , x (X)=x h, and V i<m( j<~ n '  r( i , j)× x(j)~, j<n ~-J s( i , j )× x(j)). 
Applying the general decomposit ion theorem, we have for some t and z, 
V /<n,k<oo( t ( j . k )<_oo) ,V j<n(x( j )~-  ~ t( j ,k )X z(k)),  and 
k<oO 
Vi<m.k<oo(  ~ r ( i , j )X  t ( j , k )~ ~ s(i , j )× t(/,k)). 
j (n  j (n  
Therefore by (2) Vk < oo ( tl~ ~ ( t (o, k ) .... , t (X, k ))), so by ( 1 ) there are 
q0 .... ,q~, such that Vk< oo(q0 (k),. . . ,q~ (k)<_ oo) and 
Vk< oo(~( t (o ,  k),.. . ,  t(X. k), qo(k), .... % (k))). Let 
Y0 =/¢<oo ~ q0(k )× z(k),...,y~ =/¢<~ q6(k )× z(k) .  Then clearly 
q~ ~ (xo ..... xx" Yo ..... )'~ )" 
O.E.D. 
A sentence ,1~ of the form Vx 0 ..... x~, ( qz --, 3y ° ..... y6 ( xlt I V .. .  V xl/k ) ) ,  
where q~, q~l ..... q~k are conjunctions of  atomic formulas in CA (WS), is 
called a k-part extended special sentence, and the sentences 
Vx0, "",xx ( q~ ~ 3Y0, "',Y6 q]') for i = 0, .... k are called the speciaiparts 
of 4~. 
Let ~'! denote the sentence Vu 3u(2°u<-u & u < _ 3"u) and for 
k = 2, 3, 4, ... let 7r k denote the sentence 
Vu I ..... Uk3U(2"v<_U 1 +...+U k &(U l <--3"or ...VU k <--3"O)). 
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Theorem II1. I f  @ is a k-part extended special sentence and i f  no special 
parts o f  ~p holds for  integers, then the sentence ( ~P ~ 7r k ) is valid in 
CA (WS). 
Proof .  Suppose  that  @ is o f  the form:  
VX0 ... . .  Xh (×It(x0 . . . . . .  ~,) ~ 3Y0 ..... Y6 (Xltl (X0 ..... Xh' Y0 ... . .  3'6 ) 
v ... v ~k (X0 ..... Xx' J'0 .. . . .  Y6 )))' 
and suppose  that  no special part  o f  • ho lds  for integers. Then  among 
the constants  oo, 0, 1, 2, ..., there are r0, i ..... rx, i for i = l, ..., k,, such 
that  g '~( ro ,  i .... ,rx, i) and 7 : ly  o ..... y~<_ooxPi~(rc:,.i, . . . ,7"x, i ,)o,.  .... v~ ) 
for  i = 1, ..., k. For  i = 1, ..., k let A i denote  the sentence:  
VXo ..... xh , )'o ..... Y6 ' Ul ..... ttk (Xltl (x0 ..... xh' Y0 ..... Y8 ) & 
)to ='r0,1 "Zll "l" "" +'gO,k "Uk ~t" "" ~" Xh ='/'h,l "t/1 + "" + Th, k ° Uk -+ 
30(2"o<_u I +. . .+u k &ui<-3°o)) .  
For  l = i, ..., k, if  x 0 .. . . .  xx' Yo ..... Ys, ul ..... uk < o,,, 
Xo ~-ro, 1 × u; + . . .+r0 ,  k × u k ..... xa ~ rx, 1 × u I + . . .+rx ,  k × u k and 
~ '  ~ (Xo ..... xx, Yo ... . .  Y~ ), then u i :~ !, or u i = 1 and u /~ 0 for  some 
i = 1, . . . ,k  w i th / :~  i, so :1o< ~(2  X v~u 1 +... +u k & u i~ 3 × v). 
It fo l lows f rom Theorem 1I, that  the sentences  A l ,. . . ,  A k are valid 
in CA (WS), so we have A~ & ... & A~.  Now given a~:y u I ..... u k let; 
x o =( ro ,  l x u l )+. . .+( ro ,  ~ x uk) , .  .... >:~, =(tx ,  1 x tq )+. . .+( rx , / ,  x uk). 
Then  q~ (x o ... . .  xx), so if ,I ~'~ then  we have for  some Yo ..... Y6 " 
xp I (Xo ... . .  xx' Yo ... . .  )'~ ) v. . .  v #k  (x0 .. . . .  xx' Y0 . . . . . .  V~ ), and we may use 
A 7 & . . .& A~ to conc lude  t,~at :1o(2 X o<_u I +.. .+u k & 
(u I <_ 3 X v v ... v u k < 3 x v )). There fore  (q,~" ~ 7r~ ) and we have that  
the sentence  (~ ~ rr k ) is valid in CA (WS). 
Q.E.D. 
Since 7 :1o(2  × o~ 1 & t ~3 x v) we have that  77r I ho lds  in CA (WS). 
There fore  as a consequence  o f  Theorem I1 and Theorem 111 we have: 
Theorem IV. .4 special sentence or its negation is valid in CA (WS) 
according to whether it does or does not hold for  the integers. 
With regard to the sentences  ~'2, ~r3,7r4, "'" we establ ish the fo l lowing 
result.  
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Theorem V. / ] '  ZF is cons is tent ,  then  none  0]' the  sentences  7r 2 , 7r 3, 7f 4 . . . .  
is val id in (',4 (ZF) or  CA (BG). 
Proof. Suppose that u l, u 2 ..... u k are sets which satisfy the following 
conditions: 
(i) oo_ctt / for i= 1,2 ..... k; 
(ii) I f /=  1,2 , . . . , kandu i=Y+Z.  then v~ooorz~oo:  
(iii) If i . /=  1,2 . . . . .  kand i~ j ,  thenu i~,~. .  
In Section 2 we showed that these assumptions are compatible with 
the Zermelo-Fraenkel  and the l~ernays-(;bdel axiom sys'tems, without  
the axiom of choice, provided that these systems are themselves consis- 
tent. 
Suppose that for some i = 1, 2, .... k and some v we have tti~-~ 3 X O 
and 2 X v ,~ tq +it  2 + . . .  +U k . By (i) and (ii) it follows that u i ~ o so 
2 x t t i .~  ll I + tl 2 + ... + tt k . Therefore there are sets x~. x 2 ... . . .  Yk such 
that x /~ t~. for / = i, 2 ..... k and tt i ~- x I + x 2 +...  + x k . oo ..~.. 
I f /=  1, 2 , . . . ,k  and i ¢ j, then by (i), (ii), and (iii) w:  have that .~oo .  
Therefore ui ~ oo .it i SO by (ii) it follows that tt i ~ ,:o. "iqlerefore by (i) 
we have some/= 1, 2 ..... k such that i :/ j and t t i -~ l t  I. which contradicts 
(iii). 
Q. F.. D. 
From Theorems 11,111, and V we obtain immediately: 
Theorem V I . / fZF  is consistc,nt  and  ty 7" is an c'xtensio~; o.f ( 'A (WS)and 
a subtheory  o J" CA (ZF). then  an extended spec'ial sentence  is ra l id  iH 7" 
i fand  on ly  f ia t  lea.st one  o f  its specia l  parts  ho lds  .for integers. 
Since we have an effective procedure for deciding whether or not any 
given sentence holds for integers, we are thus provided with a decision 
procedure for special sentences, negations of special sentences, and ex- 
tended special sentences. 
As we have already indicated, the theory WS comprehends much more 
than is essential for our purposes. Indeed, most of our results call be ob- 
lained on the basis of  the following system of set theory which repre- 
'nts  no more than a fragment of second-order logic. 
I he tt eory WS* has three kinds of variables and two primitive non- 
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logical constants.  The variables consist o f  the member  variables: u, o,w, 
tl O, O O, w O, U I , O 1 , W 1 . . . .  , the set variables: x, .v, z, x o, Yo' Zo' x~. .v I , e l , . .  
and the binary relation variables: ]'. g. lt. ]i)' go" ho, 11' g l '  hi . . . . .  The 
primitive non-logical constants consist of  a binary predicate ~ which 
appears in context  as ~ (a, c )  where a is a member variable and c is a set 
variable, and a ternary predicate ~'  which appears in context as 
E ' (a .  b. d)  where a and b are member  variables and d is a binary relation 
variable. Instead of  E(tt, x ) and E '(u. o. 3") we :,hall usdally write uEx  
and (u.  v )~ ' j~  u~x is read "u is a member  o fx"  and (u. v)~ '/ ' is read 
"tt is in the relation f to v." 
We introduce some additional predicates into WS* by me~,,ns of the 
following definitions: 
(D.1) x C_v<,> Vu(uEx- - ,uEy) .  
(D. 2) Fn (./') ,---* Vu,  o, w (( v., u )E 'y& ( u. w )~ 'l--, u = w ). 
(D.3) ('t(x')~-* :tf, u (Fn( J )&  V.v(uEv & Vv, vv(vEy &(v, w)E f  -* 
-. w ~.v ) -~ x C_ y ) ). 
(D.4) Ct ' ( f )~-~ 3x , .v (Ct (x )& Ct (> ' )&  Vu,  v t (u .v )~f  -, 
uEx  & vEy) ) .  
(!).5) x -~ v *---* 3f (Vu~x3!v~y( (u ,v )E ' f )&  
& VvE. I '  3[ t l@X(( t t ,  v )~ ' J ' ) ) .  
(D.6) x~) ' ,  - 3z(z-C-.) '&x~z) .  
tD.7) x-~ y+z  , , 3yo ,  Zo(VU(u~.v  o -~ uq~zo)& 
& V l t ( t lEX  <----* It U_ .F 0 v I "~ 2 0 ) & .)" ~ .v 0 & 2" ~ z 0 ). 
in (D.7) the symbol + is not an operation symbol but merely a part 
of the tenary predicate ~ +. The same remarks apply to ,, -, 0-, 1 ", 2., ... 
which appear as parts of  the binary predicates ~oo., ~0 o, ~. 1 -, -~ 2-, ... 
which are defined in (9 .8)  and (D.9). 
(D.8) x ~ oo " y ,--~ x -~ x + y & V z ( z "~ z + v -r x -,< z ). 
(D.9) x ~- O°y*--+ Vu(uq~x) and 
x~ ( , .  + l ) ' y  +--* 3z(x~y+z&z~.m'v)  for m=0,1 ,2 ,3  .... 
Fn (13 is read '7  is a funct ion" and Ct(x  ) is read "'x is countable" .  
C t ' ( f )  is read " f  is countable" ,  
Validity in WS* is defined by the fol lowing axioms: 
I. Vu(uCx< ,uEy) - *x=y.  
i'. Vu ,  v ( (u ,v )E ' f  ~-~ (u ,v )E 'g )~ f=g.  
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Let q, be any sentence which involves no non-logical constants other  
than ~ and ~ '  and suppose that the variables x and f do not occur in cb. 
Let q,* be obtained from q, by replacing each part of the form Vcq~, 
Vdq~, 3cq' ,  3dq~, 3!cq~, ::l!dq~, where c is a set variable and d is a 
binary relation variable: by Vc(Ct (c )  ~ q~), WI (Ct ' (d )  --, xp), 
3c (Ct (c )&  ~) ,  3d(Ct ' fd )&  ~) ,  3 !c ( ( ' t ( c )  & qJ), 3!d(Ct ' (d )&  q'), 
respectively. Let a 0 ..... a be the variables which have free occurrences 
in ¢I,. Then we accept the following two sentences as axioms: 
11. Va 0 ..... a Vy3xVu( t tC .~ ~ cl~* & t~Ey ). 
.ll'. Va 0 ..... an VV. Z3fVu ,  o( (U,O)E ' f , - -~dP*  &t tEy  &oEz) .  
Thus the system WS* has only extensionality and comprehension 
axioms. The comprehension axioms are weak enough so that WS* is a 
subtheory of the Bernays-GiSdel system as well as Zermelo's original 
system. 
The theory CA (WS*) is formalized within the first-order predicate 
logic with identity and with x, y. z, x 0, Y0' z0' x l '  YI' zl .... as the only 
variable3. The non-logical constants of ('A (WS*) consists of; the ternary 
predicate = +, the binary predicate <_, and the binary predicates =oo 0, 
= 0", = 1 ", =2" ... Given a formula cl~ of (',t (WS*) let q~ denote the 
formula which is obtained from q, by replacing each occurrence of =, 
<_, = oo., =0-, = 1 o, ='~_., .. by ~, ~,  ~ +, ~ oo., ~ 0., ~ i ", ~ "~°,. , .., respec- 
tively. Validity in CA (WS*)  is defined so that a sentence ¢I~ of CA (WS*) 
is valid in CA (WS*) if and only if the sentence ¢I ~ is provable in WS*. 
A detailed analysis of  the prool% of this section and the preceding 
section will show that we can obtain the following result: 
Theorem VIi. l J  ~I, is all ex tended special sentence  in ('/1 (WS*) with 
special parts Vx 0 . . . . . .  ~c,,~ (41 ~ 3y  0 . . . . . .  v n qyi) fo r  i = 1, ..., k, then cl~ is 
valid in CA (WS*) i f and  only  i f  tltere is some i = 1, ..., k and  there are 
some/0  ..... /n = 0, ..., m such that the sentence 
Vx(; . . . . . .  ~c m (e/ --, 3 Yo ¢ ~o ..... J'n -< x/n qti ) holds Jor integers. 
Th,,', operations + and oo need not always be perlormable in the theory 
CA (9, S*). That is to say, the sentences Vx, y3z(z  = x +y  ) and 
Vx 3y(y  = oo ox) are not valid in CA (WS*). However, we have the follow- 
ing theorem. 
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Theorem VIII. I f  ZF is consistent and if T is an extension oJCA (WS*) 
and a subtheory o f  either CA (ZF) or CA (BG) in which the operations 
+ and ~ • a're alway~ performable, then an extended ,~pecial seHt;,nce is 
valid in T if and only if  at least one o f  its special parrs hoMs for integers. 
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Section 5. Belated Theories. 
In this section, our results are extended to three theories which are 
closely related to the elementary theory of cardinal addition, These 
theories are: file e lementary theory of cardinal algebras, the elementary 
theory of generalized cardinal algebras, and the elementary theory of 
one-to-one transformations in a o-field. 
Consider a system (A, +, ~ >, where A is a set, + is a binary operation, 
and ~ is an operation on infinite sequences. The operations + and 
need not always be performable, but when they are we indicate the fact 
by wr i t inga+bEA or ~ a icA .  Such a system is called agenelv/ ized 
i<oo  
cardinal algebra if it satisfies the following five postulates: 
I. l fa  0.a I .... c,.1 and ~ a .cA ,  then ~ ai+ ! c / l  
i<  ~ t i , (o,~ 
and ~ ~5.=a o + ~ a/+l. 
i<o~ i,<oo 
11. II'a0, a I . . . . .  b~,b  I . . . . .  ao+bo,  a ! +b 1 ..... EA and ~ (a i+b i )cA .  
i<oo 
the. Z; b;cA and Z; + Z; b i • 
t i<  °° i<oo  /<co  at • i<~o 
| i l .  There is an element zeA such that a+z  =z +a =a for every a6/ t .  
IV. l f  a, b, a + b, %, c I ..... cA  anda+b = ~ ~] . , tht ,ntherearee lements  
A such thata  = ~a i ,b  = ~ t~,and aq, a i b 0 , b 1 
~ =a +b n for n =0,  I . . . . .  
• fcr n=O.  1 .... V. l f  ao, a I ..... t.,ll, b I .... c,4 and an=bn+a+l  
then ~ bn+ cA  for n = 0, 1 and there is an e lementcEA 
i<~ 1 . . . .  
such that a,~ = c + i<~ ~ bn +i for n = O, 1, .... 
We use 0 to denote the unique element zc,4 such that a +z =z +a =a 
Ior every aeA.  We take a<. b to mean that a. bEA and a+c= b for 
some element c~A.  i fn  < ~ and aiCA for i<  J~, we put 
~-~ t~. = ~ /5i where b i = a i for i < n, and b i = 0 for ,~ _<_ i. For  n <_ ,~ and 
i<n i (  ':m 
a~A we put n .a  = ~ b i where b i =a  for i<n .  
i<n 
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A cardinal algebra is a generalized cardinal algebra in which 
i~oo__ at E A whenever a o, a I .... ~ A. 
A non-empty family G .~.ff biunique functions is called an inJ~nitely 
addit ive group o f  one-to-nne transformations if G contains the identity 
function on x ~ y whenever x and .1' are the domains of functions in G 
and if G is closed under composit ions, inverses, and countables unions 
(as long as the union is a biunique function). Of course we are asing the 
term "group"  in a sense which conforms only roughly to the u,:,;uai ter- 
minology. We shall take x ~ j, to mean that there is a function in G 
which maps x onto y. The set of all x such that x ~ x is called the field 
of G. It is easy to ~ee that the field of G is a e.-field (i.e., a family, of  
sets which is closed under intersections, diffecences, and countat le  
unions). For x in the field of  G we define x/( ;  as the set of all y s:~ch 
that y ~ x. We put G* equal to the set of all ;¢/G for x in the field of  G. 
G 
I fx~u andy~u where u and u are disjoint, we put (x /G)+(y /G)  = 
= (ut,.,,o)/G. l f x i~u i for i= 0, 1, ... and i fu  0, u I ,... are disjoint, we put 
~_a (x i /G)  = (U {uili<oo )) /G. In order to i~:sure that ~] ,  when so 
i<oo 
defined as actually an operation, we must make ase of the axiom of 
choice. This is done in the fol lowing way. Suppose that x i ~-~ ui and 
G 
x i ~ u~ for i = O, 1 .. . .  and suppose that u 0, u ! .... are disjoint and 
u o, u 1 .... are disjoint. Then applying the axiom of choice we have 
Ji), .fl .... ~ 6" such that .If maps u i onto u' i for i = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  Then clearly 
U{j i l i  < oo} is a biunique function and therefore a member  of G, so 
U{uili<, oo} .~ U(u l J i<  ~) .  Therefore (U{ l t i l i<  oo}) ] G = 
= ( U { t t  i l i < G } ) / O arid we have established that ~ is an operation. It 
is very easy to show that the system (G*, +, ~ ) is a generalized cardinal 
algebra. 
The notions of  cardinal algebra and generalized cardinal algebra ori- 
ginate with Tarski (of. Tarski [ 5 ! ) and were motivated chiefly by the 
constructive method of proof  in the arithmetic of  cardinals. However, if 
the reader const, l ts[  5] he will find that these algebras also have many 
interesting apl,l icatiens outside of the field of sct theory. 
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W,~ now define the e&mentary theory o f  cardinal algebras (KA) ,  the 
elementaey theory o f  generalized cardinal algebras ( GKA ), and the 
elementary theory o f  one-to-one transformations in a o-field (OOT).  
KA has the same non-logical constants  as CA (WS), namely,  the 
binary operat ion symbol  +, the binary predicate <_, and the unary  ope- 
ration symbols  ~, o, 0", 1 ", 2 ,  . . . .  The nor.-logical constants  o f  GKA and 
OOT consist of: the ternary predicate = +, tb, e binary predicate <_, and 
binary predicates = ~. ,  = 0", = 1 °, = 2., ... For  e×ample x=y +z, 
x = ~, oy, x = 0°y,  x = 1 °y, x = 2 °y, ... are atgmic formulas in GKA and 
OOT. but the expressions x +y  = x +y  anta ~ -x = ~ -x are not  formulas 
in GKA and OOT because + and ~.  arz not  operat ions but merely  part 
of  the symbol ism for the predicates = + and = ~ °. A sentence is valid in 
KA, or GKA, if and only if it holds for zll cardinal algebras, or all 
generalized cardinal algebras respectively. A sentence is valid in OOT if 
and only if it holds for all systems (G*, --, ~ ) where G is an inf initely 
adclitive group of  one-to-one transformations.  The not ions o f  special 
sentence, extended special sentence, and special part o fan  extended 
soecial sentence are def ined as in Section 4. 
The fol lowing theorems correspond to Theorem VI and provide us 
with a decision procedure for extended special sentences in the theories 
KA, GKA, and OOT. 
Theorem IX. An extended special sentence is valid in KA i f  and only i f  
at least one o f  its special parts holds for integers. 
Theorem X. I f  • is an extended spec&l sentence in GKA with special 
parts Vx o ..... Xm (q~ -~ :IYo ..... Yn xPi) for  i = 1, ..., k, then gp is valid in 
GKA if  and only i f  there is some i = 1, ..., ,'~ and there are some Jo ..... 
Jn -<- m such that the sentence." Vx o .... Xm (xp -~ 3y  ° < xj ° ..... Yn <- xjn~i) 
holds Jot integers. 
Theorem XI. I f  ~b is an extended speci,~! so ztence in OOT with special 
parts Vx o ..... Xm (xp --> :ty ° ..... Yn xPi) for i -- 1, ..., k, then ~P is valid in 
OOT if  and on:y i f  there i~ some i "- 1, ..., k such that the sentence." 
Vz Vx o ...... x m <_ z (xI, ~ 3 Yo ..... )'n <- z ~i) holds for  integers. Moreover, 
all theorems o f  OOT, which take the form o f  extended special senten :es, 
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can be obtained withou: the help o f  the axiom olchoice. In fact the 
only settheoretical principles which need to be applied in the derirations 
o f  these theorems are those principles which are embodied in the axioms 
of WS. 
These theorems are established in much the same way as Theorem VI. 
To begin with we need the following result, which corresponds to the 
General Decomposition Theorem. 
Theorem XII. Let (A, +, ~ ) be a generalized cardinal algebra. Let 
m. n < oo  and let ri, j, Si, j <-- oo Jor i< m and j<  n. l f  .~., ri, j.x'.l. Si, j °'~' 
J<,,~ ,,,jo~: c .4 JOt ~ < ,,., a,,d j < ,, ,,,,a e" J<,G ,...,., .¥j = J G<,, .~,,j "xj S,'," i < ,,,. 
then there are tj, k .<. oo atzd y k cA  ]br j < tt alzd k < oo stwh that 
f.tc ".rk CA, .~. = k<oo ~ f,k "J'k' and j<n ~ r.,.i" f,k =z.~, "~;'/'t/'k for i < m. 
j<n ,  and k<oo 
If the reader checks back, he will see that in Section 3 the Generul 
Decomposition Theorem was derived arithmetically from theorems 
which correspond to the defining postulates for cardinal algebras. It 
therefore follows that the above theorem holds when (A, +. ~] ) is a 
cardinal algebra, it is shown in [5] that if(A. +, ~) )  isa generalized 
cardinal algebra, then there is a cardinal algebra (,4, $, ~ ) such that 
A_CA and whenever acA,  a 0. a I ..... cf l .  and a = ~ o. then 
i<oo  t 
a 0, a I ..... cA and a = ~] a.. It therefore follows that the above theo- 
rem also holds when (A, +, ~2 ) is a generalized cardioal algebra. Actual- 
ly this last argument could be avoided since it is fairly obvious that the 
proof given in Section 3 could be rewritten so as to represent an arith- 
metical derivation from theorems which correspond to the postulates 
for generalized cardinal algebras instead of theorems which correspond 
to the postulates for cardinal algebras. Although nothing basically new 
is required, the proof would then be considerably onger and the intui- 
tive content would be somewhat less apparent. 
It should be no~ed that because of the pure existential character of 
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the last ~wo postulates for generahzed cardinal algebras, '~'e cannot  em- 
ploy, in the proof  of  the above thee,era,  the device, which was used in 
Section 13 to avoid the necessity of apb~.ving the axiom of ;:noice. In 
fact, even tlv: proofs o f  some of  ~.lle most basic theorems c~f c~rdinal 
algebras require an appl icat ion o l ' the  axiom of  choice (cf. [5] ,  pp. 240 
fD. However, to establish the theorem for systems (G*, +,~) ,  where ~'; 
is an infinitely additive group of  ~me-to-one transformations,  we need 
only make use of  the set-theoretical .nachinery ernbodie,,i in the axioms 
of WS. This fol lows from cmr previous remark about  the possibil ity o f  
rewrit ing the proof  given in Section 3 as an arithmetical  :ierivation from 
theorems corresponding ~o the postulates for generalized c~,rdinal alge- 
bras, since the system ((;*, +, ~_~ ) will clearly satisfy thes~ theorems. 
Now if we take for G the set of  all biunique funct ions J  sucl: that" 
Vw(wE. [ - -  3m, ~i,p< oo(w=((m,p)(,,p))), then G is an inf initely 
additive group of one-to-one transformat ions and (G*, +, ~)  is a cardi- 
nal algebra. Moreover, the sentences 7ri , rt 2 ..... which were def ined in 
Section 4, do not hold in the system ~G*, +, ~ >, because it is clear that 
there is no e lement  v~(;* and there are hop .  q< oo such that 
{<O,p)}/G<_3u and 2v .<_({<0,0)} /G)+. . .+({<0,  q J l /G) .There fore  
we have a result whi~_h corresponds to Theorem V. in Section 4. Now 
suppose that 4~(.,t" 0 ...... Vm' Y0 .. . . . .  vn ) is a quant i f ier  free formula in 
GKA. Then we have th,e sentence Vx 0 . . . . . .  Vrn :lY0 ...... v n 4, is valid in 
(;KA if and only if the sentence Vx 0 ... . . .  ~c m 3.% .. . . . .  ~)~ ((3'~) _<. x o v . .  
V Y0 "( .... Vm ) & . . . . . .  & (-l'n "( "¢0 V ... V .1" n <.-- X m ) & (l)) is valid in GKA. This 
lbl lows from the fact that wherever  <A. +. ~)  is a generalized card- ~al 
algebra and.v o... . . .  ~c m ~A. then if we take for A' the set of  all )EA  .;uch 
that (y<_ ~(I v ... v .v-<- .~, ), the Syg,em (A', +, ~)  is also a g~ neralized 
cardinl l  algebra. We also know that the sentence Vx 0 ... . . .  ~c,n :Iv o ..... y ,  cl~ 
z 3v 0' is valid in OOTifand only if the sentence Vz Vx 0 ...... v m ... 
. .v, < z ~l~ is valid in 007". This follows from the fact that the whenever 
(; is an infinitely additive group of one-to-one tra ls format ions and z is 
in the field of  G, then the set G', which is formed by taking all members  
of  G which map subsets o fz  onto  subsets of  z, is also an inf initely 
additive gToup of  one-to-one transformations.  
Theorems IX, X, and X! car,. now be established by the method, which 
was u.,;ed in Section 4 to establish Theorem VI. 
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Theorem XII also provides a partial answer to another question 
which has been raised by Tarski (of. [51, p. 242). This question concernz 
the following theorem: 
Theorem on the decomposition of linear forms. 
l f  ~ r i × X i ~ ~ qi X Xi, where 2 <- ,i _<_ ~o, ro ' r| ..... qo, ql ..... <_ oo, and 
i~f.n i<~n 
x o, .,c I .... are sets, then there are sets Yo, Yi ..... z o, z i .... wi th  the fo l low-  
ing prcsperties." 
(1) x I ~- y i+z i  for i=0,  1,... 
(2) Y0~)' l  and z l~<z 0' 
(3) ~ r/× Yi "~ ~ qi X ' and ~ riX z i -~ ~ ,6X z i 
i<n i<~n )" i i<n i<n 
Tarski proved this thoerem without the help of the axiom of choice 
(cf. Tarski [71 ). However, the problem has remained open as to whether 
a corresponding theorem holds for cardinal algebras, even for the case 
ofn  = 3. As a simple consequence of Theorem XII, we see that the 
theorem does hold for cardinal algebras whenever n is finite. However, 
the problem is still open for the case of n "-: ~o. 
Let OOT (WS) denote the class of all theorems in OOT which can be 
proved without using any set-theoretical principle other than the axioms 
of WS. Theorems VI, IX, X, and XI show how the theories ~'A (WS), 
6",1 (ZF), OOT(WS) ,  KA,  GKA,  and OOT overlap. We now show how 
these theories differ. We use the notation T~ T' to indicate that T is a 
subtheory of T', TROT' to indicate that T is not a subtheory of T', and 
Tc  T' to indicate that T is a proper subtheory of T' ( i.e. Tc.- T' aod 
T '~T) .  
Our results are as follows: 
(1) OOT(WS)  C_C_OOT 
(2) OOT(WS)  c CA (WS) 
(3) CA (WS) g KA 
(4) CA (WS) gOOT 
(5) GKA c KA 
(6) GKA c OOT 
(7) OOT(WS)  9¢GKA 
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(8) KA .q,..OOT 
(9) CA (WS) c CA (ZFi  
( ! O) GKA g ('A (ZF) 
(1 1) OOTgKA 
Tc establish (2), (3), and (4) note that the sentence 3x, y (x  #: y )  
holds in CA (WS) but does not hold in OOT or KA. To  establish (5), 
(6), and (7) note that the sentence Vx, ) ,3z (x  <_ z &3, <__ z ) holds in 
KA and OOT (WS) but does not hold in GKA.  To establish (8) note 
that the sentence Vx qy(y  =x +x)  holds in KA but does no~ hold in 
OOT. To establish (9~ note that the sentence 
~tx, ;. (x = 2.x & y = 2"3' & x ÷ 0.x & y :/= 0"y & x 4= y ) is valia in (~1 (ZF) 
but is not valid in CA(~S}.  The last two results are not so elementary.  It
follows from the last postulate for generalized cardinal algebras that 
the sentence Vz(Vxtx= O.xvz<_x) - - ,  Vx,.vLv = ~ . . . . .  x< vv  v~x) )  
is valid in GKA.  However, it is well known th it this sentence does not 
hold in CA (ZF). In fact we have for the sets t "  which were constructed 
' i  
in Section "~ that K' ~ w & w ~g K' Therefore ( l 0 ~ is established. To - "  i i"  
prove (1 l) consider the sentence Vx ::l u ( x = 2. u )-~ Vx  ( x 4= O . x 
-~ 3 u (u  _<. x & u ¢ 0 .u  & u = 2 "u )). This sente,lce does not hold in KA 
because the real numbers form a cardinal algebra We shall show that 
this sentence is valid in OOT, thus establishing ( * l ), l,et G be an infini- 
tely additive group of one-to-one transformations and suppose that for 
(G*. +, ~'~) we have Vx 3u(x  = 2-u) .  Suppose thatx  is a non-empty 
set in the field of  G and let cbe a member  o fx .  Applying the axiom of 
t 
choice, we have that there are x i, x i in the field of G and J '~  G for 
t I 
- 3~+ 1 X i+ I ' i<  oo such that: x,i and x i are disjoint, x =x  0 o x0, x i - u ' 
f /maps x i onto x i , and c~y i for i < co.  Let .v = fl { xil i < oo }. Clearly y 
is in the field of G. Let Yi be the image of) '  under]~ for i<  oo and let 
u = O ( yi [ i <[ oo }. Then u is in the field of G, u ¢ 0. u g x, and 
u/G = 2" (u /G) .  
If we could determine whether or not OOT(WS)c_  KA, then we 
would have a complete lis~ of the mutual relations between the various 
theories. However, this problem remains open and se,'.ms to be quite 
difficulL 
Our final result is that all of  the theories under consideration are 
undecidable. In this connect ion we have the following theorem which 
corresponds to Theorem I. 
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Theorem XIIi. A t,y subtheory of  OOT <~r K,4, which has .<... among its 
non-h~gical constants is umtecidahle. 
Our proof parallels very closely the proof of  Theorer~ !. Let $2 z 
denote the first uncountable ordinal. For me ~ let K(m )= w u (m }× I2 l 
LetD=U{K(m) lm~w} and le t  Z=DuDX DuwX DX D. 
Foru~21 let k/u be the set of  all bintmique functior.s 11 which 
satisfy the follov, ~ng conditions: 
(i) h maps Z onto Z 
(ii) I fm~eo, then h(m)=m 
(iii) I fmc~ and v~fZ I then there is some o '~ I such that 
h((m, v)) = (m, v'). Moreover, i f vEu  then h(~.m, v>) = <,n, v). 
(iv) I f x . .vEZand(x .y )~Z,  thenh(<x.y ) )=(h(x ) ,h (y ) ) .  
Let G be the set of all biunuque functions f, which w.aps subsets of  
Z onto subsets of Z, such that for some uc  ~Qj, whenever <x..v)~f then 
also (h (x), It (y))~_f for all hE !I u . It l:; clear that G is a~t infinitely 
additive group of one-to-one transformations. It is also easy to see timt 
(G*, +, ~)  is a cardinal algebra. 
Let us agree that the notation x~y means that.v is in the field of G 
and there is a function in G which mapsx  onto a subject of) ' .  The 
notation x< v is used to indicate that x<,v  but not x ~ v. It is easily 
G G G 
verified that the postulates (1)-(6) in Section 1 hold when ~-,6,  and 
< are ,-eplaccd by ~,  %, and -<, respectively. Therefore to obtain 
G G (; 
Theorem X we simply repeat he arguments which we used to prove 
Theorem 1. 
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